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On Seletive Unboundedness of VASS1Stéphane DemriLSV, ENS Cahan, CNRS, INRIA, Frane
AbstratNumerous properties of vetor addition systems with states amount to hek-ing the (un)boundedness of some seletive feature (e.g., number of reversals,ounter values, run lengths). Some of these features an be heked in expo-nential spae by using Rako�'s proof or its variants, ombined with SavithTheorem. However, the question is still open for many others, e.g., regularitydetetion problem and reversal-boundedness detetion problem. In the pa-per, we introdue the lass of generalized unboundedness properties that anbe veri�ed in exponential spae by extending Rako�'s tehnique, sometimesin an unorthodox way. We obtain new optimal upper bounds, for exam-ple for plae boundedness problem, reversal-boundedness detetion (severalvariants are present in the paper), strong promptness detetion problem andregularity detetion. Our analysis is su�iently re�ned so as we also obtaina polynomial-spae bound when the dimension is �xed.Keywords: vetor addition systems with states, plae boundednessproblem, regularity detetion problem, exponential spae1. IntrodutionReversal-boundedness. A standard approah to irumvent the undeidabil-ity of the reahability problem for ounter automata [2℄ onsists in designingsublasses with simpler deision problems. For instane, the reahabilityproblem is deidable for vetor addition systems with states (VASS) [3, 4, 5℄,�at relational ounter automata [6, 7℄ or for lossy ounter automata [8℄.Among the other interesting sublasses of ounter automata, reversal-bounded1Complete version of the onferene paper [1℄Preprint submitted to Elsevier Marh 14, 2011



ounter automata verify that any ounter has a bounded number of re-versals, alternations between a noninreasing mode and a nondereasingmode, and vie versa. Reversal-boundedness remains a standard oneptthat is introdued in [9℄ for multistak automata. A major property ofsuh operational models is that reahability sets are e�etively de�nablein Presburger arithmeti [10℄, whih provides deision proedures for LTLexistential model-heking and other related problems, see e.g. [11℄. How-ever, the lass of reversal-bounded ounter automata is not reursive [10℄but a signi�ant breakthrough is ahieved in [12℄ by designing a proe-dure to determine when a VASS is reversal-bounded (or weakly reversal-bounded as de�ned later), even though the deision proedure an be non-primitive reursive in the worst-ase. This means that reversal-boundedVASS an bene�t from the known tehniques for Presburger arithmeti [13℄in order to solve their veri�ation problems. More preisely, we onsidersublasses of ounter systems for whih the reahability sets of the form
{~x ∈ Nn : (q0, ~x0)

∗−→ (q, ~x)} are e�etively Presburger-de�nable ((q0, ~x0) and
q are �xed). By deidability of Presburger arithmeti, this allows us to solveproblems restrited to suh ounter systems suh as the reahability prob-lem, the ontrol state reahability problem, the boundedness problem or theovering problem. Indeed, suppose that given (q0, ~x0) and q, one an e�e-tively build a Presburger formula ϕq suh that ϕq holds true exatly for thevalues in {~x ∈ Nn : (q0, ~x0)

∗−→ (q, ~x)}. One an then lassially observe that
(q0, ~x0)

∗−→ (q, ~z) i� the formula below is satis�able:
ϕq(x1, . . . , xn) ∧ x1 = ~z(1) ∧ · · · ∧ xn = ~z(n).Hene, there is an important gain to have e�etively semilinear reahabil-ity sets, whih an be witnessed by deteting reversal-boundedness or bydeteting regularity (leading the semilinearity by Parikh Theorem [14℄).Seletive unboundedness. In order to haraterize the omplexity of detet-ing reversal-boundedness on VASS (the initial motivation for this work), wemake a detour to seletive unboundedness, as explained below. Numerousproperties of vetor addition systems with states amounts to heking the(un)boundedness of some seletive feature. Some of these features an be ver-i�ed in exponential spae by using Rako�'s proof or its variants [15℄, whereasthe question is still open for many of them. In the paper, we advoate thatmany properties an be deided as soon as we are able to deide seletiveunboundedness, whih is a generalization of plae unboundedness for Petri2



nets (model known to be equivalent to VASS but of greater pratial appeal).The boundedness problem was �rst onsidered in [16℄ and shown deidableby simply inspeting Karp and Miller trees: the presene of the in�nity value
∞ (also denoted by ω) is equivalent to unboundedness. So, unboundednessis equivalent to the existene of a witness run of the form ~x0

∗−→ ~x1
π−→ ~x2suh that ~x1 ≺ ~x2, assuming that the initial on�guration is ~x0 (≺ is thestandard strit ordering on tuples of natural numbers). In [15℄, it is shownthat if there is suh a run, there is one of length at most doubly exponential.This leads to the ExpSpae-ompleteness of the boundedness problem forVASS using the lower bound from [17℄ and Savith Theorem [18℄. A variantproblem onsists in heking whether the ith omponent is bounded, i.e.,is there a bound B suh that for every on�guration reahable from ~x0, its

ith omponent is bounded by B? Again, inspeting Karp and Miller treesreveals the answer: the presene of the in�nity value∞ at the ith position ofsome extended on�guration is equivalent to i-unboundedness. Surprisingly,the literature often mentions this alternative problem, see e.g. [19℄, but neverspei�es its omplexity: ExpSpae-hardness an be obtained from [17℄ butas far as we know, no elementary omplexity upper bound has been shown.A natural adaptation from boundedness is ertainly that i-unboundednessould be witnessed by the existene of a run of the form ~x0
∗−→ ~x1

π−→ ~x2 suhthat ~x1 ≺ ~x2 with ~x1(i) < ~x2(i). By inspeting the proof in [15℄, one anshow that if there is suh a run, then there is one of length at most doublyexponential. However, although existene of suh a run is a su�ient ondi-tion for i-unboundedness (simply iterate π in�nitely), this is not a neessaryondition. It might be explained by the fat that, if a VASS is unbounded,then there is a witness in�nite run with an in�nite number of distint on-�gurations. By ontrast, it may happen that a VASS is i-unbounded but noin�nite run has an in�nite amount of distint values at the ith position ofthe on�gurations of the run.A generalization. In the paper, we present a generalization of plae un-boundedness by heking whether a set of omponents is simultaneouslyunbounded, possibly with some ordering (see Setion 3.2). This amountsto speifying in the Karp and Miller trees, the ordering with whih the value
∞ appears in the di�erent omponents. Suh a generalization is partiularlyuseful sine we show that many problems suh as reversal-boundedness [10℄,strong reversal-boundedness [20℄, reversal-boundedness from [12℄ an be nat-urally redued to simultaneous unboundedness. Moreover, this allows to3



extend the lass of properties for whih ExpSpae an be obtained, see e.g.standard results in [15, 21, 22℄.Our ontribution. In the paper we show the following results.1. Deteting whether a VASS is reversal-boundedness in the sense of [10℄or in the sense of [12℄ is ExpSpae-omplete by re�ning the deidabilityresults from [12℄ (see Theorem 5.2).2. To do so, we introdue the generalized unboundedness problem in whihmany problems an be aptured suh as the reversal-boundedness de-tetion problems, the boundedness problem, the plae boundednessproblem, termination, strong promptness detetion problem, regular-ity detetion and many other deision problems on VASS. We showthat this problem an be solved in exponential spae by adapting [15℄even though it does not fall into the lass of inreasing path formulaereently introdued in [22, 23℄ (see Theorem 4.6).3. Consequently, we show that regularity and strong promptness detetionproblems for VASS are in ExpSpae. The ExpSpae upper boundhas been left open in [22℄. Even though most of our results essentiallyrest on the fat that the plae boundedness problem an be solved inExpSpae, our generalization is introdued to obtain new omplexityupper bound for other related problems. On our way to this omplexityresult, we provide a witness run haraterization for plae unbounded-ness that an still be expressed in Yen's path logi [24, 22℄ but with apath formula of exponential size in the dimension.4. As a by-produt of our analysis and following a parameterized analysisinitiated in [25, 26℄, for all the above-mentionned problems, we showthat �xing the dimension of the VASS allows to get a PSpae upperbound.The omplexity of our witness run haraterization for seletive unbounded-ness partly explains why it has been ignored so far. It is lear that wheneverthe plae boundedness problem is deidable, the boundedness problem is de-idable too. However, the onverse does not always hold true: for instane theboundedness problem for transfert nets is deidable unlike the plae bounded-ness problem [27℄. Plae boundedness problem an be therefore intrinsiallymore di�ult than the boundedness problem: there is always a simple way tobe unbounded but if one looks for i-unboundedness, it might be muh moredi�ult to detet it, if possible at all.4



The paper has also original ontributions as far as proof tehniques are on-erned. First, simultaneous unboundedness has a simple haraterization interms of Karp and Miller trees, but we provide in the paper a witness runharaterization, whih allows us to provide a omplexity analysis along thelines of [15℄. We also provide a witness pseudo-run haraterization in whihwe sometimes admit negative omponent values. This happens to be the rightapproah when a haraterization from overability graphs [16, 28℄ alreadyexists. Apart from this unorthodox adaptation of [15℄, in the ounterpartof Rako�'s proof about the indution on the dimension, we provide an in-dution on the dimension and on the length of the properties to be veri�ed(see Lemma 4.4). The preliminary work [1℄ has already been used in [29℄to obtain new omplexity results. This is a genuine breakthrough omparedto [15, 25, 21, 22℄. We believe this approah is still subjet to extensions.In a sense, this is omparable to a more speial situation when a deisionproedure for the overing problem is used to solve e�iently an instane ofthe boundedness problem, see e.g., [30, 31℄.By the way, we pay a speial attention to explain most of the tehnial devel-opements, at the ost of repeating sometimes standard arguments (see e.g. thenondeterministi proedure in Setion 4.2). We feel that this will onsiderablyhelp the reader for understanding the hain of tehnial results.Plan of the paper. In Setion 2, we present the vetor addition systemswith states as well as their deision problems inluding the simultaneousunboundedness problem and reversal-boundedness detetion problem. Se-tion 3 introdues the lass of generalized unboundedness properties as wellas the generalized unboundedness problem. We show how regularity de-tetion, strong promptness and weak reversal-boundedness detetion an beredued to generalized unboundedness problem. In Setion 4, we prove ourmain result: the generalized unboundedness problem for VASS is ExpSpae-omplete. In Setion 5, we show that the regularity detetion problem and thestrong promptness detetion problem are in ExpSpae. Moreover, (weak)reversal-boundedness detetion problem for VASS is also shown ExpSpae-omplete.2. PreliminariesIn this setion, we reall the main de�nitions for vetor addition systemswith states (VASS), without states (VAS) as well as the notions of reversal-5



boundedness introdued in [10, 12℄. We also present the simultaneous un-boundedness problem, whih generalizes the plae unboundedness problemfor Petri nets. First, we write N [resp. Z℄ for the set of natural numbers [resp.integers℄ and [m,m′] with m,m′ ∈ Z to denote the set {j ∈ Z : m ≤ j ≤ m′}.Given a dimension n ≥ 1 and a ∈ Z, we write ~a to denote the vetor withall values equal to a. For ~x ∈ Zn, we write ~x(1), . . . , ~x(n) for the entries of
~x. For ~x, ~y ∈ Zn, ~x � ~y

def⇔ for i ∈ [1, n], we have ~x(i) ≤ ~y(i). We also write
~x ≺ ~y when ~x � ~y and ~x 6= ~y.2.1. Simultaneous unboundedness problem for VASSVASS. A vetor addition system with states [32℄ (VASS for short) is a �nite-state automaton with transitions labelled by tuples of integers viewed asupdate funtions. A VASS is a struture V = (Q, n, δ) suh that Q is anonempty �nite set of ontrol states, n ≥ 1 is the dimension, and δ is thetransition relation de�ned as a �nite set of triples in Q× Zn ×Q. Elements
t = (q,~b, q′) ∈ δ are alled transitions and are often represented by q

~b−→ q′.Moreover, a VASS has no initial ontrol state and no �nal ontrol statebut in the sequel we introdue suh ontrol states on demand. Figure 1presents a VASS of dimension 4 with two ontrol states. VASS with a uniqueontrol state are alled vetor addition systems (VAS for short) [16℄. In thesequel, a VAS T is represented by a �nite nonempty subset of Zn, enodingnaturally the transitions. VASS and VAS are equivalent to Petri nets, seee.g. [33℄. In this paper, the deision problems are de�ned with the VASSmodel and the deision proedures are designed for VAS, assuming that weknow how the problems an be redued, see e.g. [32℄. Indeed, we prefer tode�ne problems with the help of the VASS model sine when in�nite-statetransition systems arise in the modeling of omputational proesses, there isoften a natural fatoring of eah system state into a ontrol omponent and amemory omponent, where the set of ontrol states is typially �nite. In thispaper, we use the redution from VASS to VAS de�ned in [32℄ that allows tosimulate a VASS of dimension n by a VAS of dimension n+3, independentlyof its number of ontrol states (formal de�nition is realled in the proof ofLemma 2.5). Even though, a simpler redution exists that inrements thedimension by the ardinal of the set of ontrol states, the redution from [32℄is exatly what we need, sine sometimes, at some intermediate stage, wemay inrease exponentially the number of ontrol states.6
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Figure 1: A simple VASS with two ontrol statesRuns. A on�guration of V is de�ned as a pair (q, ~x) ∈ Q × Nn (for VAS,we simply omit the ontrol state). An initialized VASS is a pair of a VASSand a on�guration. Given two on�gurations (q, ~x), (q′, ~x′) and a tran-sition t = q
~b−→ q′, we write (q, ~x)

t−→ (q′, ~x′) whenever ~x′ = ~x + ~b. Wealso write (q, ~x) −→ (q′, ~x′) when there is no need to speify the transi-tion t. The operational semantis of VASS updates on�gurations, runsof suh systems are essentially sequenes of on�gurations. Every VASS in-dues a (possibly in�nite) direted graph of on�gurations. Indeed, all theinteresting problems on VASS an be formulated on its transition system
(Q × Nn,−→). Given a VASS V = (Q, n, δ), a run ρ is a nonempty (pos-sibly in�nite) sequene ρ = (q0, ~x0), . . . , (qk, ~xk), . . . of on�gurations suhthat (qi, ~xi) −→ (qi+1, ~xi+1) for all i. We set Reach(V, (q0, ~x0))

def
= {(qk, ~xk) :

there is a finite run (q0, ~x0), . . . , (qk, ~xk)}. Considering the VASS in Figure 1,one an show that
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CCA)}A run an be alternatively represented by an initial on�guration and a se-quene of transitions, assuming that �rability holds true for the intermediateon�gurations. A path π is a �nite sequene of transitions whose sues-sive ontrol states respet δ (atually this notion is mainly used for VASwithout ontrol states). A pseudo-on�guration is de�ned as an elementof Q × Zn. When π = t1 . . . tk is a path, the pseudo-run ρ = (π, (q, ~x))is de�ned as the sequene of pseudo-on�gurations (q0, ~x0) · · · (qk, ~xk) suhthat (q0, ~x0) = (q, ~x), and for i ∈ [1, k], there is t = qi

~b−→ qi+1 suh that
~xi = ~xi−1+~b. So, we deliberately distinguish the notion of path (sequene oftransitions) from the notion of pseudo-run (sequene of elements in Q× Zn7



respeting the transition from V). The pseudo-run ρ is indued by the path
π and of length k + 1; the path π is of length k. (q0, ~x0) is alled the initialpseudo-on�guration and (qk, ~xk) is alled the �nal pseudo-on�guration inthe pseudo-run ρ. We also use the notation (q, ~x)

t−→ (q′, ~x′) with pseudo-on�gurations. Given a VASS V [resp. a pseudo-on�guration (q, ~x), et.℄ ofdimension n, we write V(I) [resp. (q, ~x)(I), et.℄ to denote the restrition of
V [resp. (q, ~x), et.℄ to the omponents in I ⊆ [1, n].Sizes. It is now time to �x a few de�nitions. Let us start by de�ning thesize of some VAS T of dimension n ≥ 1. Given ~x ∈ Zn, we write maxneg(~x)[resp. max(~x)℄ to denote the value max({max(0,−~x(i)) : i ∈ [1, n]}). [resp.
max({~x(i) : i ∈ [1, n]})℄. By extension, we write maxneg(V) to denote
max{maxneg(~b) : q

~b−→ q′ ∈ δ}. Furthermore, we write scale(V) to denote thevaluemax({|~b(i)| : q ~b−→ q′ ∈ δ, i ∈ [1, n]}). For instane maxneg((−2, 3)) = 2and scale({(−2, 3)}) = 3. The size of T , written |T |, is de�ned by the valuebelow: n× card(T )× (2 + ⌈log2(1 + scale(T ))⌉). Given a �nite subset X of
Zn, we also write |X| to denote n×card(X)× (2+⌈log2(1 + scale(X))⌉). Wewrite |~x| to denote the size of ~x ∈ Zn de�ned as the size of the singleton set
{~x}. Given a VASS V = (Q, n, δ), we write |V| to denote its size de�ned by

card(Q) + n× card(δ)× (2× card(Q) + (2 + ⌈log2(1 + scale(V))⌉))Observe that 2+⌈log2(1 + a)⌉ is a su�ient number of bits to enode integersin [−a, a] for a > 0. Moreover scale(V) ≥ maxneg(V), scale(V) ≤ 2|V| and
|V| ≥ 2. In a few words, we adopt reasonably suint enodings for all theobjets involved in deision problems, in partiular the integers are enodedwith a binary representation.Standard problems. The reahability problem for VASS is deidable [3, 4, 33,34, 5℄. Nevertheless, the exat omplexity of the reahability problem is open:we know it is ExpSpae-hard [17, 35, 36℄ and no primitive reursive upperbound exists. By ontrast, the overing problem and boundedness problemsseem easier sine they are ExpSpae-omplete [17, 15℄. Deidability is es-tablished in [16℄ but with a worst-ase nonprimitive reursive bound. TheExpSpae lower bound is due to Lipton and the upper bound to Rako�. Inorder to be omplete, one should preise how vetors in Zn are enoded. Theupper bound holds true with a binary representation of integers whereas the8



lower bound holds true already with the values -1, 0 and 1. Consequently,the problem is ExpSpae-hard even with an unary enoding. The prooftehnique in [15℄ has been also used to establish that LTL model-hekingproblem for VASS is ExpSpae-omplete [21℄. By adding the possibility toreset ounters in the system (providing the lass of reset VASS ), the bound-edness and the reahability problems beomes undeidable, see e.g. [37℄. Byontrast, the overing problem for VASS with resets is deidable by using thetheory of well-strutured transition systems, see e.g. [38℄.Simultaneous unboundedness problem. Let (V, (q0, ~x0)) be an initializedVASSof dimension n and X ⊆ [1, n]. We say that (V, (q0, ~x0)) is simultaneously
X-unbounded if for any B ≥ 0, there is a run from (q0, ~x0) to (q, ~y) suh thatfor i ∈ X, we have ~y(i) ≥ B. When X = {j}, we say that (V, (q0, ~x0)) is
j-unbounded. It is lear that (V, (q0, ~x0)) is bounded (i.e., Reach(V, (q0, ~x0))is �nite) i� for all j, (V, (q0, ~x0)) is not j-unbounded. So, here is the simul-taneous unboundedness problem.Simultaneous unboundedness problem:Input: Initialized VASS (V, (q0, ~x0)) of dimension n and X ⊆ [1, n].Question: is (V, (q0, ~x0)) simultaneously X-unbounded?Theorem 2.1. [16℄ Simultaneous unboundedness problem is deidable.This follows from [16, 28℄: (V, (q0, ~x0)) is simultaneouslyX-unbounded i� theoverability graph CG(V, (q0, ~x0)) (see e.g., [16, 28℄) ontains an extendedon�guration (q, ~y) suh that ~y(X) = ~∞ (for α ∈ Z ∪ {∞}, we write ~α todenote any vetor of dimension n ≥ 1 whose omponent values are α). Moreproperties about overability graphs are realled in the proof of Lemma 3.1.In the sequel, we show that the simultaneous unboundedness problem isExpSpae-omplete too.2.2. Standard reversal-boundedness and its variantA reversal for a ounter ours in a run when there is an alternation fromnoninreasing mode to nondereasing mode and vie-versa. For instane, inthe sequene below, there are three reversals identi�ed by an upper line:

001122333444433322233344445555549



Figure 2: 5 reversals in a rowSimilarly, the sequene 00111222223333334444 has no reversal. Figure 2presents shematially the behavior of a ounter with 5 reversals. A VASSis reversal-bounded whenever there is r ≥ 0 suh that for any run, everyounter makes no more than r reversals. This lass of VASS has been in-trodued and studied in [10℄, partly inspired by similar restritions on mul-tistak automata [9℄. A formal de�nition will follow, but before going anyfurther, it is worth pointing out a few peuliarities of this sublass. Indeed,reversal-bounded VASS are augmented with an initial on�guration so thatexistene of the bound r is relative to the initial on�guration. Seondly,this lass is not de�ned from the lass of VASS by imposing syntati re-stritions but rather semantially. In spite of the fat that the problem ofdeiding whether a ounter automaton (VASS with zero-tests) is reversal-bounded is undeidable [10℄, we explain later why reversal-bounded ounterautomata have numerous fundamental properties. Moreover, a breakthroughhas been ahieved in [12℄ by establishing that heking whether a VASS isreversal-bounded is deidable. The deidability proof in [12℄ provides a de-ision proedure that requires nonprimitive reursive time in the worst asesine Karp and Miller trees need to be built [16, 28℄. In the sequel, we showthat this an be heked with exponential spae only, and this is optimal asfar as worst-ase omplexity is onerned.Let V = (Q, n, δ) be a VASS. Let us de�ne the auxiliary VASS Vrb =
(Q′, 2n, δ′) suh that essentially, the n new omponents in Vrb ount the num-ber of reversals for eah omponent from V. We set Q′ = Q× {DEC, INC}nand, for eah ~v ∈ {DEC, INC}n and i ∈ [1, n], ~v(i) enodes whether om-ponent i is in a dereasing mode or in an inreasing mode. Moreover,
(q, ~mode)

~b′−→ (q′, ~mode
′
) ∈ δ′ (with ~b′ ∈ Z2n) def⇔ there is q ~b−→ q′ ∈ δ suh that

~b′([1, n]) = ~b and for every i ∈ [1, n], one of the onditions below is satis�ed:10



• ~b(i) < 0, ~mode(i) = ~mode
′
(i) = DEC and ~b′(n + i) = 0,

• ~b(i) < 0, ~mode(i) = INC, ~mode
′
(i) = DEC and ~b′(n+ i) = 1,

• ~b(i) > 0, ~mode(i) = ~mode
′
(i) = INC and ~b′(n+ i) = 0,

• ~b(i) > 0, ~mode(i) = DEC, ~mode
′
(i) = INC and ~b′(n+ i) = 1,

• ~b(i) = 0, ~mode(i) = ~mode
′
(i) and ~b′(n+ i) = 0.Initialized VASS (V, (q, ~x)) is reversal-bounded [10℄ def⇔ for i ∈ [n + 1, 2n],

{~y(i) : ∃ run (qrb, ~xrb)
∗−→ (q′, ~y) in Vrb} is �nite with qrb = (q, ~INC), ~xrbrestrited to the n �rst omponents is ~x and ~xrb restrited to the n lastomponents is ~0. When r ≥ max({~y(i) : ∃ run (qrb, ~xrb)

∗−→ (q′, ~y) in Vrb} :
i ∈ [n + 1, 2n]) (V, (q, ~x)) is said to be r-reversal-bounded. For a �xed i ∈
[1, n], when {~y(n + i) : ∃ run (qrb, ~xrb)

∗−→ (q′, ~y) in Vrb} is �nite, we saythat (V, (q, ~x)) is reversal-bounded with respet to i. Reversal-boundednessfor ounter automata, and a fortiori for VASS, is very appealing beausereahability sets are semilinear as realled below.Theorem 2.2. [10℄ Let (V, (q, ~x)) be an r-reversal-bounded VASS. For eahontrol state q′, the set {~y ∈ Nn : ∃ run (q, ~x)
∗−→ (q′, ~y)} is e�etivelysemilinear.This means that one an ompute e�etively a Presburger formula thatharaterizes preisely the reahable on�gurations whose ontrol state is q′.So, deteting reversal-boundedness for VASS, whih an be easily reformu-lated as an unboundedness problem, is worth the e�ort sine semilinearityfollows and then deision proedures for Presburger arithmeti an be used.By a simple observation, boundedness and reversal-boundedness are relatedas follows.Lemma 2.3. (V, (q, ~x)) is reversal-bounded with respet to i i� (Vrb, (qrb, ~xrb))is not (n + i)-unbounded.An interesting extension of reversal-boundedness is introdued in [12, 39℄ forwhih we only ount the number of reversals when they our for a ountervalue above a given bound B. For instane, �niteness of the reahabilityset implies reversal-boundedness in the sense of [12, 39℄, whih we all weakreversal-boundedness. 11



Let V = (Q, n, δ) be a VASS and a bound B ∈ N. Instead of de�n-ing a ounter automaton Vrb as done to haraterize (standard) reversal-boundedness, we de�ne diretly an in�nite direted graph that orrespondsto a variant of the transition system of Vrb: still, there are n new ountersthat reord the number of reversals but only if they our above a bound B.That is why, the in�nite direted graph TSB = (Q×{DEC, INC}n×N2n,−→B)is de�ned as follows: (q, ~mode, ~x) −→B (q′, ~mode
′
, ~x′)

def⇔ there is a transition
q

~b−→ q′ ∈ δ suh that ~x′([1, n]) = ~x([1, n]) +~b, and for every i ∈ [1, n], one ofthe onditions below is satis�ed:
• ~b(i) < 0, ~mode(i) = ~mode

′
(i) = DEC and ~b′(n + i) = 0,

• ~b(i) < 0, ~mode(i) = INC, ~mode
′
(i) = DEC, ~x(i) ≤ B and ~b′(n+ i) = 0,

• ~b(i) < 0, ~mode(i) = INC, ~mode
′
(i) = DEC, ~x(i) > B and ~b′(n+ i) = 1,

• ~b(i) > 0, ~mode(i) = ~mode
′
(i) = INC and ~b′(n+ i) = 0,

• ~b(i) > 0, ~mode(i) = DEC, ~mode
′
(i) = INC, ~x(i) > B and ~b′(n+ i) = 1,

• ~b(i) > 0, ~mode(i) = DEC, ~mode
′
(i) = INC, ~x(i) ≤ B and ~b′(n+ i) = 0,

• ~b(i) = 0, ~mode(i) = ~mode
′
(i) and ~b′(n+ i) = 0.Initialized VASS (V, (q, ~x)) is weakly reversal-bounded [12℄ def⇔ there is some

B ≥ 0 suh that for i ∈ [n + 1, 2n], {~y(i) : (qrb, ~xrb)
∗−→B (q′, ~y) in TSB}is �nite. When r ≥ max({~y(i) : (qrb, ~xrb)

∗−→B (q′, ~y) in TSB} : i ∈ [n +
1, 2n]) (V, (q, ~x)) is said to be r-reversal-B-bounded. Observe that whenever
(V, (q, ~x)) is r-reversal-bounded, (V, (q, ~x)) is r-reversal-0-bounded. Reversal-boundedness for ounter automata, and a fortiori for VASS, is again veryappealing beause reahability sets are semilinear as stated below.Theorem 2.4. [10, 12℄ Let (V, (q, ~x)) be an initialized VASS that is (weakly)
r-reversal-B-bounded for some r, B ≥ 0. For eah ontrol state q′, the set
{~y ∈ Nn : run (q, ~x)

∗−→ (q′, ~y)} is e�etively semilinear.This means that one an ompute e�etively a Presburger formula that har-aterizes preisely the reahable on�gurations whose ontrol state is q′. Theoriginal proof for reversal-boundedness an be found in [10℄ and its extensionfor weak reversal-boundedness is presented in [12℄; whenever a ounter valueis below B, this information is enoded in the ontrol state whih provides aredution to (standard) reversal-boundedness.Reversal-boundedness detetion problem12



Input: Initialized VASS (V, (q, ~x)) of dimension n and i ∈ [1, n].Question: Is (V, (q, ~x)) reversal-bounded with respet to the omponent i?We also onsider the variant with weak reversal-boundedness.Let us onlude this setion by Lemma 2.5 below. The proof is essen-tially based on [32, Lemma 2.1℄ and on the de�nition of the initialized VASS
(Vrb, (qrb, ~xrb)). The key properties are that the dimension inreases onlylinearly and the sale �only� exponentially in the dimension.Lemma 2.5. Given a VASS V = (Q, n, δ) and a on�guration (q, ~x), one ane�etively build in polynomial spae an initialized VAS (T , ~x′) of dimen-sion 2n + 3 suh that (V, (q, ~x)) is reversal-bounded with respet to i i�
(T , ~x′) is not (n+ i)-unbounded. Moreover, scale(T ) = max((card(Q)×2n+
1)2, scale(V)).Note also that by using the simple redution from VASS to VAS thatinreases the dimension by the number of ontrol states, we would inreaseexponentially the dimension, whih would disallow us to obtain forthomingoptimal omplexity bounds.Proof. (Lemma 2.5) Let V = (Q, n, δ) be a VASS and (q, ~x) ∈ Q × Nn.Suppose that Q has m ≥ 1 ontrol states with Q = {q1, . . . , qm}. Let usreall the onstrution of an equivalent initialized VAS of dimension n + 3from [32, Lemma 2.1℄, that we write (((Q, n, δ), ~x))HP = (T , ~x′). We pose
ai

def
= i and bi

def
= (m + 1)(m + 1 − i) for i ∈ [1, m]. A on�guration (qi, ~y)of V is enoded by the on�guration ~y′ in T suh that ~y′([1, n]) = ~y and

~y′([n + 1, n + 3]) = (ai, bi, 0). The initial on�guration ~x′ is omputed from
(q, ~x) by using this enoding. It remains to de�ne the transitions in T .
• For eah t = qi

~b−→ qj ∈ δ, we onsider the transition t′ ∈ T suh that
t′([1, n]) = ~b and t′([n + 1, n+ 3]) = (aj − bi, bj,−ai).
• For tehnial reasons, for i ∈ [1, m], we add two dummy transitions tiand t′i in T suh that� ti([1, n]) = t′i([1, n]) = ~0,� ti([n+ 1, n+ 3]) = (−ai, am+1−i − bi, bm+1−i),� t′i([n+ 1, n+ 3]) = (bi,−am+1−i,−bm+1−i + ai).13



Observe that for t = qi
~b−→ qj ∈ δ, (t′+ ti+ t′i)([1, n]) = ~b and (t′+ ti+ t′i)([n+

1, n+3]) = (aj −ai, bj − bi, 0). The proof of [32, Lemma 2.1℄ establishes thatevery run (q′0, ~y0) · · · (q′k, ~yk) in V leads to a run ρ′ = ~z0 · · ·~z3k in T suh that
• for i ∈ [0, k], ~z3i([1, n]) = ~yi and ~z3i is the standard enoding of (q′i, ~yi).Moreover, eah step (q′i, ~yi)

t−→ (q′i+1, ~yi+1) orresponds to the three steps
~z3i

tI t
′
I t−→ ~z3i+3 in ρ′ where q′i is the Ith ontrol state of Q.An analogous property holds true in the onverse diretion (and this is theplae where the dummy transitions play a ruial role). This implies that for

i ∈ [1, n], (V, (q, ~x)) is i-unbounded i� ((V, (q, ~x)))HP is i-unbounded.Let us ome bak to our redution. Let V = (Q, n, δ), (q, ~x) and i be aninstane of the reversal-boundedness detetion problem. Using Lemma 2.3and the properties of the ontrution in [32, Lemma 2.1℄, it is easy to showthat
• (V, (q, ~x)) is reversal-bounded with respet to i i� ((Vrb, (qrb, ~xrb)))

HPis not (n+ i)-unbounded.
• The sale of the VAS ((Vrb, (qrb, ~xrb)))

HP is bounded by max((card(Q)×
2n + 1)2, scale(V)) (as well as the sale of the target initial on�gura-tion).
• ((Vrb, (qrb, ~xrb)))

HP an be built in polynomial spae.It is worth noting that the ardinal of the set of ontrol states of Vrb is
card(Q)× 2n where Q is the set of ontrol states of V. Hene, this exludesthe possibility to onstrut ((Vrb, (qrb, ~xrb)))

HP in logspae.In Lemma 3.6, we explain how to redue weak reversal-boundedness de-tetion to a generalization of (n+ i)-unboundedness.3. Generalized Unboundedness PropertiesIn this setion, we essentially introdue the generalized unboundednessproblem and we show how several detetion problems an be naturally re-dued to it.
14



3.1. Witness runs for simultaneous unboundednessBy [16, 28℄, we know that (V, (q0, ~x0)) is i-unbounded i� the overabilitygraph CG(V, (q0, ~x0)) ontains an extended on�guration with ∞ on the
ith omponent. This is a simple haraterization whose main disadvantageis to indue a nonprimitive reursive deision proedure in the worst-ase.By ontrast, unboundedness of (V, (q0, ~x0)) (i.e. i-unboundedness for some
i ∈ [1, n]) is equivalent to the existene of witness run of the form (q0, ~x0)

∗−→
(q1, ~x1)

+−→ (q2, ~x2) suh that ~x1 ≺ ~x2 and q1 = q2. In [15℄, it is shown thatif there is suh a run, there is one of length at most doubly exponential.Given a omponent i ∈ [1, n], a natural adaptation to i-unboundedness isto hek the existene of a run of the form (q0, ~x0)
∗−→ (q1, ~x1)

π−→ (q2, ~x2)suh that ~x1 ≺ ~x2, q1 = q2 and ~x1(i) < ~x2(i). By inspeting the proofin [15℄, one an show that if there is suh a run, then there is one of lengthat most doubly exponential. However, although existene of suh a run is asu�ient ondition for i-unboundedness (simply iterate π in�nitely), this isnot neessary as shown on the VASS below:
q0 q1

(
1
0

)
(

0
0

)
( −1

1

)The seond omponent is unbounded from (q0,~0) but no run (q0,~0)
∗−→

(q, ~x1)
π−→ (q, ~x2) with ~x1 ≺ ~x2, ~x1(2) < ~x2(2) and q ∈ {q0, q1} exists. Indeed,in order to inrement the seond omponent, the �rst omponent needs �rstto be inremented. A seond attempt onsists in looking for the existene ofa witness run of the form (q0, ~x0)

∗−→ (q1, ~x1)
∗−→ (q2, ~x2)

∗−→ (q3, ~x3)
∗−→ (q4, ~x4)where ~x1 � ~x2, ~x3(i) < ~x4(i), q1 = q2, q3 = q4, and whenever ~x4(j) < ~x3(j),we have ~x1(j) < ~x2(j). The above-mentioned VASS learly admits suh arun. However, the VASS below is 3-unbounded but does not admit suh arun.

q0 q1 q2

(
1
0
0

)

(
0
0
0

)

( −1
1
0

)

(
0
0
0

)

( −1
−1
1

)

The ultimate ondition for simultaneous unboundedness needs to speify thedi�erent ways to introdue the value ∞ along a given branh of the Karpand Miller trees. This is done thanks to the ondition PBσ de�ned belowand further generalized in Setion 3.2. A disjointness sequene is a nonempty15



sequene σ = X1 · · · · ·XK of nonempty subsets of [1, n] suh that for i 6= i′,
Xi ∩Xi′ = ∅ (onsequently K ≤ n). A run of the form

(q0, ~x0)
π′
0−→ (q1, ~x1)

π1−→ (q2, ~x2)
π′
1−→ · · · π

′
K−1−−→ (q2K−1, ~x2K−1)

πK−→ (q2K , ~x2K)satis�es the property PBσ (Plae Boundedness with respet to a disjointnesssequene σ) i� the onditions below hold true:(P0) For l ∈ [1, K], q2l−1 = q2l.(STRICT) For l ∈ [1, K] and j ∈ Xl, ~x2l−1(j) < ~x2l(j).(NONSTRICT) For l ∈ [1, K] and j ∈ ([1, n] \ Xl), ~x2l(j) < ~x2l−1(j)implies j ∈ ⋃
l′∈[1,l−1]

Xl′.Observe that when (STRICT) holds, the ondition (NONSTRICT) is equiv-alent to: for all l ∈ [1, K] and all j 6∈ ⋃
l′∈[1,l−1]

Xl′, we have ~x2l−1(j) ≤ ~x2l(j).Consequently, for all l ∈ [1, K] and all paths of the form (πl)
k for some k ≥ 1,the e�et on the jth omponent may be negative only if j ∈ ⋃

l′∈[1,l−1]

Xl′. Itis now time to provide a witness run haraterization for simultaneous X-unboundedness that is a diret onsequene of the properties of the over-ability graphs [28℄.Lemma 3.1. Let (V, (q0, ~x0)) be an initialized VASS of dimension n and X ⊆
[1, n]. Then, (V, (q0, ~x0)) is simultaneously X-unbounded i� there is a run
ρ starting at (q0, ~x0) satisfying PBσ for some disjointness sequene σ = X1 ·
· · · ·XK suh that X ⊆ (X1 ∪ · · · ∪XK) and X ∩XK 6= ∅.Consequently, (V, (q0, ~x0)) is i-unbounded i� there is a run ρ starting at
(q0, ~x0) satisfying PBσ for some disjointness sequene σ = X1 · · · · ·XK with
i ∈ XK .Proof. Before presenting the proof, let us reall some properties about ov-erability graphs [16, 28℄; for instane deidability of the overing and bound-edness problems an be obtained from their properties. A overability graphapproximates the set of reahable on�gurations from a given on�gurationand it is a �nite struture that an be e�etively omputed.Let us start by preliminary de�nitions. Let us onsider the struture
(N ∪ {∞},≤) suh that for k, k′ ∈ N ∪ {∞}, k ≤ k′ def⇔ either k, k′ ∈ N16



and k ≤ k′ or k′ = ∞. We write k < k′ whenever k ≤ k′ and k 6= k′. Theordering ≤ an be naturally extended to tuples in (N ∪ {∞})n by de�ningit omponent-wise: for ~x, ~x′ ∈ (N ∪ {∞})n, ~x � ~x′ def⇔ for i ∈ [1, n], either
~x(i), ~x′(i) ∈ N and ~x(i) ≤ ~x′(i) or ~x′(i) = ∞. We also write ~x ≺ ~x′ when
~x � ~x′ and ~x 6= ~x′. Given ~x, ~x′ ∈ (N ∪ {∞})n suh that ~x < ~x′, we write
acc(~x, ~x′) to denote the element of (N ∪ {∞})n suh that for i ∈ [1, n], if
~x(i) = ~x′(i) then acc(~x, ~x′)(i)

def
= ~x′(i), otherwise acc(~x, ~x′)(i)

def
= ∞. Let usonlude this paragraph by a last de�nition. For ~x ∈ (N∪{∞})n and t ∈ Zn,

~x+t is de�ned as an element of (Z∪{∞})n suh that for i ∈ [1, n], if ~x(i) ∈ Nthen (~x + t)(i)
def
= ~x(i) + t(i), otherwise (~x + t)(i)

def
= ∞. Given a VASS

V = (Q, n, δ) and a on�guration (q0, ~x0), we reall that the overabilitygraph CG(V, (q0, ~x0)) is a struture (V,E) suh that V ⊆ Q × (N ∪ {∞})nand E ⊆ V × δ×V , see e.g. [16℄ or in [40℄ a generalization to well-struturedtransition systems. Here are essential properties of CG(V, (q0, ~x0)):(CG1) CG(V, (q0, ~x0)) is a �nite struture (onsequene of König's Lemmaand Dikson's Lemma).(CG2) For any on�guration (q, ~y) reahable from (q0, ~x0) in V, there is
(q, ~y′) in CG(V, (q0, ~x0)) suh that ~y � ~y′. Otherwise said, any reah-able on�guration an be overed by an element of CG(V, (q0, ~x0)).Moreover, if (q0, ~x0)

π−→ (q, ~y) is a run of V, then (q0, ~x0)
π−→ (q, ~y′) in

CG(V, (q0, ~x0)).(CG3) For every extended on�guration (q, ~y′) in CG(V, (q0, ~x0)) and bound
B ∈ N, there is a run (q0, ~x0)

∗−→ (q, ~y) in V suh that for i ∈ [1, n], if
~y′(i) =∞ then ~y(i) ≥ B otherwise ~y(i) = ~y′(i).Unfortunately, even though CG(T , ~x0) is �nite, in the worst-ase its num-ber of nodes an be nonprimitive reursive [28, 41℄. Figure 3 presents a VASSof dimension 1 (on the left) and the orresponding overability graph for theinitial on�guration (q0, 0).As a onsequene of the above properties, given X ⊆ [1, n], (V, (q0, ~x0))is simultaneously X-unbounded i� CG(V, (q0, ~x0)) ontains some (q, ~y) with

~y(X) = ~∞ [16℄.It is now time to show the statement.(←) Let us onsider the run ρ

(q0, ~x0)
π′
0−→ (q1, ~x1)

π1−→ (q2, ~x2)
π′
1−→ (q3, ~x3)

π2−→ · · · (q2K−1, ~x2K−1)
πK−→ (q2K , ~x2K)17



q0

q1

q2

(t1) +1 0 (t2)
(t3) −1 0 (t4)

q0, 0

q1, 1

q2, 0 q0,∞

q1, 0 q1,∞

q2,∞

t1

t3 t2

t4 t1

t2

t2

t3 t4Figure 3: A VASS and its overability graph from initial on�guration (q0, 0)of length L satisfying the property PBσ. Let B ≥ 0. We onstrut a run
ρ′ satisfying PBσ of the form (π′

0(π1)
β1π′

1(π2)
β2 · · · (πK)

βK , (q0, ~x0)) for some
β1, . . . , βK ≥ 1 suh that (B, . . . , B) � ~xf (X) where (qf , ~xf ) is the �nalon�guration of ρ′. Now let us de�ne βK , . . . , β1 (in this ordering):
• βK = B. By ondition (STRICT), this guarantees that (B, . . . , B) �

~xf(X).
• Now suppose that βi+1, . . . , βK are already de�ned and i < K. Let usde�ne βi by

βi
def
= B + (K − i)(L− 1)maxneg(V) + Σi′=K

i′=i+1((L− 1)maxneg(V))βi′For j ∈ [i + 1, K], the path πj has at most (L − 1) transitions and eahtransition may derease a omponent by at most maxneg(V). The term
Σi′∈[i+1,K]((L − 1)maxneg(V))βi′ guarantees that eah omponent in Xi islarge enough to �re πj without reahing negative values. Similarly, eahpath π′

j with j ∈ [i,K − 1], has at most (L− 1) transitions and eah transi-tion may derease a omponent by at mostmaxneg(V). The term (K−i)(L−
1)maxneg(V) guarantees that eah omponent in Xi is large enough to �re π′

j18



without reahing negative values. Finally the term B in βi guarantees thatthe �nal value of the omponent i is greater than B. Consequently, the ex-pression (K−i)(L−1)maxneg(T ) is related to the paths π′
i, . . . , π′

K−1 whereasthe expression Σi′∈[i+1,K]((L − 1)maxneg(V))βi′ is related to the paths πi+1,. . . , πK . It is not di�ult to show that (π′
0(π1)

β1π′
1(π2)

β2 · · · (πK)
βK , (q0, ~x0))de�nes a run, it satis�es PBσ and (B, . . . , B) � ~xf (X) where ~xf is the �nalon�guration of ρ′. Sine the above onstrution an be performed for any

B, we onlude that (V, (q0, ~x0)) is simultaneously X-unbounded.(→) Now suppose that (V, (q0, ~x0)) is simultaneously X-unbounded. Thismeans that CG(V, (q0, ~x0)) has an extended on�guration (q, ~y) ∈ Q× (N ∪
{∞})n suh that ~y(X) = (∞, . . . ,∞). We an assume that ~y is the �rstextended on�guration on that branh with ~y(X) = (∞, . . . ,∞). Let usonsider the sequene below
(q0, ~x0)

π′
0−→ (q1, ~y1)

π1−→ (q2, ~y2)
π′
1−→ (q3, ~y3)

π2−→ · · · π
′
K−1−−→ (q2K−1, ~y2K−1)

πK−→ (q2K , ~y2K)obtained from CG(V, (q0, ~x0)) suh that
• For l ∈ [1, K], q2l−1 = q2l, and ~y2K = ~y.
• For l ∈ [1, K], Xl 6= ∅ with Xl

def
= {j ∈ [1, n] : ~y2l(j) = ∞, ~y2l−1(j) 6=

∞} and ~y2l−1 ≺ ~y2l.Let us suppose that the above sequene in CG(V, (q0, ~x0)) has L (extended)on�gurations and let us pose σ = X1 · · ·XK . It is easy to show that σ isa disjointness sequene withX ⊆ ⋃
1≤l≤K Xl andX∩XK 6= ∅. Again, we shalldesign a run ρ satisfying PBσ of the form (π′

0(π1)
β1π′

1(π2)
β2 · · · (πK)

βK , (q0, ~x0))for some β1, . . . , βK ≥ 1. Now let us de�ne βK , . . . , β1 (in this ordering):
• βK = 1.
• Now suppose that βi+1, . . . , βK are already de�ned i < K. Let us de�ne
βi by βi

def
= 1+(K−i)(L−1)maxneg(V)+Σi′=K

i′=i+1((L−1)maxneg(V))βi′ .Now, it is not di�ult to show that ρ = (π′
0(π1)

β1π′
1(π2)

β2 · · · (πK)
βK , (q0, ~x0))de�nes a run and it satis�es PBσ.Existene of a run satisfying PBσ an be expressed in the logial for-malisms from [24, 22℄ but this requires a formula of exponential size in thedimension beause an exponential number of disjointness sequenes needs tobe taken into aount. By ontrast, eah disjunt has a size only polynomial19



in n. The path formula looks like that (in order to �t exatly the syntaxfrom [24, 22℄ we would need a bit more work sine existential quanti�ationannot our in the sope of disjuntion):
∨

X1···XK ,i∈XK

∃ ~x1, . . . , ~x2K

K∧

l=1

(
∧

j∈Xl

~x2l−1(j) < ~x2l(j))∧(
∧

j 6∈(X1∪···∪Xl−1)

~x2l−1(j) ≤ ~x2l(j))It is worth noting that the satisfation of PBσ does not imply ~x1 � ~x2K . Thisprevents us from de�ning this ondition with an inreasing path formula [22℄and therefore the ExpSpae upper bound established in [22℄ does not applystraightforwardly to i-unboundedness.3.2. A helpful generalizationWe introdue below a slight generalization of the properties PBσ in orderto underline their essential features and to provide a future uniform treat-ment. Moreover, this allows us to express new properties, for instane thosehelpful to haraterize nonregularity. The onditions (STRICT) and (NON-STRICT) speify inequality onstraints between omponent values. We in-trodue intervals in plae of suh onstraints. An interval is an expressionof one of the forms ]−∞,+∞[, [a,+∞[, ]−∞, b] or [a, b] for some a, b ∈ Zinterpreted as a subset of Z (with the obvious interpretation).De�nition 3.1. A generalized unboundedness property P = (I1, . . . , IK) is anonempty sequene of n-tuples of intervals. ∇The length of P is K and its sale is equal to the maximum between 1 andthe maximal absolute value of integers ourring in the interval expressionsof P (if any). A run of the form
(q0, ~x0)

π′
0−→ (q1, ~x1)

π1−→ (q2, ~x2)
π′
1−→ (q3, ~x3) · · ·

π′
K−1−−→ (q2K−1, ~x2K−1)

πK−→ (q2K , ~x2K)satis�es the property P def⇔ the onditions below hold true:(P0) For l ∈ [1, K], q2l−1 = q2l.(P1) For l ∈ [1, K] and j ∈ [1, n], we have ~x2l(j)− ~x2l−1(j) ∈ Il(j).(P2) For l ∈ [1, K] and j ∈ [1, n], if ~x2l(j)− ~x2l−1(j) < 0, then there is l′ < lsuh that ~x2l′(j)− ~x2l′−1(j) > 0.20



Given a run ρ, we say that it satis�es P if it admits a deomposition satisfyingthe onditions (P0)�(P2). By extension, (V, (q0, ~x0)) satis�es P def⇔ there isa �nite run starting at (q0, ~x0) satisfying P. It is easy to see that ondition(P1) [resp. (P2)℄ is a quantitative ounterpart for ondition (STRICT) [resp.(NONSTRICT)℄ de�ned in Setion 3.1.Let us now introdue below our most general problem, espeially tailoredto apture seletive unboundedness.Generalized Unboundedness ProblemInput: Initialized VASS (V, (q0, ~x0)) and generalized unboundedness prop-erty P.Question: Does (V, (q0, ~x0)) satisfy P?Let us �rst forget about ontrol states: we an safely restrit ourselves to VASwithout any loss of generality, as it is already the ase for many properties.Lemma 3.2. There is a logspae many-one redution from the generalizedunboundedness problem for VASS to the generalized unboundedness problemfor VAS. Moreover, an instane of the form ((V, (q, ~x)),P) is redued to aninstane of the form ((T , ~x′),P ′) suh that1. if V is of dimension n, then T is of dimension n + 3,2. P and P ′ have the same length and sale,3. scale(T ) = max((card(Q) + 1)2, scale(V)) where Q is the set of ontrolstates of V.The proof is essentially based on [32, Lemma 2.1℄.Proof. Let V = (Q, n, δ), (q, ~x) ∈ Q × Nn and P = (I1, . . . , IK) be aninstane of the generalized unboundedness problem for VASS. First, (T , ~x′) =
((V, (q, ~x)))HP following the onstrution from [32, Lemma 2.1℄ (see also theproof of Lemma 2.5). Let us now onstrut P ′.
• P ′ = (I ′1, . . . , I ′K) with for l ∈ [1, K], I ′l([1, n]) = Il and I ′l([n + 1, n +

3]) = ~[0, 0].We reall that every run (q′0, ~y0) · · · (q′k, ~yk) in V leads to a run ρ′ = ~z0 · · ·~z3kin the target VAS suh that 21



• for i ∈ [0, k], ~z3i([1, n]) = ~yi and ~z3i is the standard enoding of (q′i, ~yi).Moreover, eah step (q′i, ~yi)
t−→ (q′i+1, ~yi+1) orresponds to the steps

~z3i
tI t

′
I t−→ ~z3i+3 in ρ′ where q′i is the Ith ontrol state of Q.An analogous property holds true in the onverse diretion, whih guaranteesthe orretion of the redution. Observe that when ~x2l−1([n + 1, n + 3]) =

~x2l([n + 1, n + 3]) for some l ∈ [1, K] with ~x2l−1([n + 1, n + 3]) not of theform (ai, bi, 0), we an always ome bak to suh a situation sine the dummytransitions are �red in a very ontrolled way.Generalized unboundedness properties an be expressed in more generalformalisms for whih deidability is known. However, in Setion 4, we estab-lish ExpSpae-ompleteness.Theorem 3.3. [22, 23℄ The generalized unboundedness problem is deidable.Given (V, (q0, ~x0)), the existene of a run from (q0, ~x0) satisfying P an beeasily expressed in Yen's path logi [24℄ and the generalized unboundednessproblem is therefore deidable by [22, Theorem 3℄ and [3, 4℄. We annot relyon [24, Theorem 3.8℄ for deidability sine [24, Lemma 3.7℄ ontains a �aw,as observed in [22℄. [22℄ preisely establishes that satis�ability in Yen's pathlogi is equivalent to the reahability problem for VASS. Moreover, it is worthnoting that the redution from the reahability problem to satis�ability [22,Theorem 2℄ uses path formulae that annot be expressed as generalized un-boundedness properties. Observe that the ExpSpae upper bound obtainedfor inreasing path formulae in [22, Setion 6℄ annot be used herein sine ob-viously generalized unboundedness properties are not neessarily inreasing.That is why, we need diretly to extend Rako�'s proof for boundedness [15℄.3.3. From regularity to reversal-boundedness detetionIn this setion, we explain how simultaneous unboundedness problem, reg-ularity detetion, strong promptness detetion and weak reversal-boundednessdetetion an be redued to generalized unboundedness problem. This willallow us to obtain ExpSpae upper bound for all these problems.Lemma 3.4. Every property PBσ an be enoded as a generalized unbound-edness property Pσ with length K ≤ n and scale(Pσ) = 1.22



Proof. From a disjointness sequene σ = X1 · · ·XK , we de�ne the generalizedunboundedness property Pσ = (I1, . . . , IK) as follows. For l ∈ [1, K] and j ∈
[1, n], if j ∈ Xl then Il(j) = [1,+∞[. Otherwise, if j ∈ ([1, n]\ (⋃1≤l′≤l Xl′)),then Il(j) = [0,+∞[, otherwise Il(j) =]−∞,+∞[. It is easy to hek that
Pσ and PBσ de�ne the same set of runs.Regularity detetion. Another example of properties that an be enoded bygeneralized unboundedness properties omes from the witness run hara-terization for nonregularity, see e.g. [28, 22℄. Nonregularity of an initializedVASS (V, (q0, ~x0)) is equivalent to the existene of a run of the form

(q0, ~x0)
π′
0−→ (q1, ~x1)

π1−→ (q2, ~x2)
π′
1−→ (q3, ~x3)

π2−→ (q4, ~x4)suh that1. q1 = q2,2. q3 = q4,3. ~x1 ≺ ~x2,4. there is i ∈ [1, n] suh that ~x4(i) < ~x3(i),5. for all j ∈ [1, n] suh that ~x4(j) < ~x3(j), we have ~x1(j) < ~x2(j).see e.g. [28, 22℄ and [33, Chapter 6℄. Here, the language reognized by theinitialized VASS is the set of �nite sequenes of transitions �rable from theinitial on�guration (no �nal ondition). Consequently, nonregularity ondi-tion an be viewed as a disjuntion of generalized unboundedness propertiesof the form (Ii1, Ii2) where Ii1(i) = [1,+∞[, Ii2(i) =]−∞,−1], and for j 6= i,we have Ii1(j) = [0,+∞[ and Ii2(j) =]−∞,+∞[.Strong promptness detetion. We show below how the strong promptnessdetetion problem an be redued to the simultaneous unboundedness prob-lem, leading to an ExpSpae upper bound. The strong promptness detetionproblem is de�ned as follows [42℄.Strong promptness detetion problemInput: An initialized VASS ((Q, n, δ), (q, ~x)) and a partition (δI , δE) of δ.Question: Is there k ∈ N suh that for every run (q, ~x)
∗−→ (q′, ~x′), there isno run (q′, ~x′)

π−→ (q′′, ~x′′) using only transitions from δI and of lengthmore than k (π ∈ δ∗I )? 23



Let us onsider below the VASS V of dimension 1 with δI made of the twotransitions in bold.
q0 q1 q2+1

0 −1
−1

(V, (q), 0)) is not strongly prompt and there is no run (q0, 0)
∗−→ (q, ~x)

π−→ (q, ~y)for some q ∈ {q0, q1, q2} suh that ~x � ~y, π is nonempty and ontains onlytransitions in δI .Lemma 3.5. There is a logspae redution from strong promptness detetionproblem to the omplement of simultaneous unboundedness problem.Proof. Let (V, (q, ~x)) be an initialized VASS with V = (Q, n, δ) and equippedwith the partition (δI , δE). We onstrut the VASS V[δI ] = (Q× {0, 1}, n+
1, δ′) made of two opies of V. The 0-opy behaves exatly as V whereasthe 1-opy ontains only the transitions from δI and has an extra ounterthat is inremented for eah transition. The transitions from the 0-opy tothe 1-opy determines nondeterministially when the length of sequenes oftransitions in δI starts to be omputed. V[δI ] is de�ned as follows: (q, i) ~b−→
(q′, i′) ∈ δ′ i� one of the onditions below holds true:
• i = i′ = 0, q ~b([1,n])−−−→ q′ ∈ δ, ~b(n + 1) = 0,
• i = 0, i′ = 1, ~b = ~0 and q = q′,
• i = i = 1, q ~b([1,n])−−−→ q′ ∈ δI , ~b(n+ 1) = +1.It is easy to show that (V, (q, ~x)) is strongly prompt with respet to thepartition (δI , δE) i� (V[δI ], (q, ~x′)) is not (n+1)-unbounded for some ~x′ withrestrition to [1, n] equal to ~x.Weak reversal-boundedness detetion. Complement of weak reversal-boun-dedness involves two universal quanti�ations (on B and r) that an beunderstood as simultaneous unboundedness properties. Lemma 3.6 below isa key intermediate result in our investigation.Lemma 3.6. Given a VASS V = (Q, n, δ) and a on�guration (q, ~x), (V, (q, ~x))is not weakly reversal-bounded with respet to i i� (Vrb, (qrb, ~xrb)) has a runsatisfying PBσ for some disjointness sequene σ = X1 · · ·XK with n+i ∈ XKand i ∈ (X1 ∪ · · · ∪XK−1). 24



Proof. (→) Let σ = X1 · · ·XK be a disjointness sequene suh that n + i ∈
XK , i ∈ (X1 ∪ · · · ∪ XK−1) and (Vrb, (qrb, ~xrb)) has a run ρ satisfying PBσ.Suppose that ρ is of the form below

(q0, ~x0)
π′
0−→ (q1, ~x1)

π1−→ (q2, ~x2)
π′
1−→ · · · π

′
K−1−−→ (q2K−1, ~x2K−1)

πK−→ (q2K , ~x2K)and of length L. By onstrution of (Vrb, (qrb, ~xrb)), a reversal for i is op-erated on the path πK , and the projetion of ρ on the n �rst omponentsand to Q (for the ontrol-states from Q × {INC,DEC}n) orresponds to arun of V. For all B,B′ ≥ 1, we de�ne a run ρ′ that performs at least B′reversals above B for the omponent i, whih guarantees that (V, (q, ~x)) isnot weakly reversal-bounded with respet to i. The run ρ′ is of the form
(π′

0(π1)
β1π′

1(π2)
β2 · · · (πK)

βK , (q, ~x)). Let us de�ne βK , . . . , β1 ≥ 1 as follows:�rst βK
def
= B′, then suppose that βj+1, . . . , βK are already de�ned and

j < K. If i 6∈ Xj , then βj
def
= 1, otherwise βj

def
= (B + B′ × L) + (K −

j)(L − 1)maxneg(V) + Σj′=K
j′=j+1((L − 1)maxneg(V))βj′. It is not di�ult toshow that (π′

0(π1)
β1π′

1(π2)
β2 · · · (πK)

βK , (q, ~x)) de�nes a run and in the partof the run orresponding to the path (πK)
βK , at least B′ reversals above Bare observed for the ith omponent. Indeed, after �ring π′

0(π1)
β1 · · ·π′

K−1,the value for the omponent i is greater than B + B′ × L. Moreover, after�ring π′
0(π1)

β1 · · ·π′
K−1(πK)

j with j ∈ [1, B′], the value for omponent i isgreater than B + (B′ − j)× L.(←) Suppose that (V, (q, ~x)) is not weakly reversal-bounded. We use [12,Lemma 13℄ that haraterizes weak reversal-boundedness on the overabilitygraph CG(V, (q, ~x)). First, let us reall [12, Lemma 13℄ formulated on theoverability graph CG(V, (q, ~x)): (V, (q, ~x)) is r-reversal-B-bounded with re-spet to i for some r and B i� for every elementary loop in CG(V, (q, ~x))that performs a reversal on the ith omponent, the ith omponent of ev-ery extended on�guration on the loop is less than B. An elementary loopis a sequene of extended on�gurations respeting the edge relation E of
CG(V, (q, ~x)) suh that the two extremity (extended) on�gurations are iden-tial and these are the only ones idential on the loop. Sine (V, (q, ~x)) is notweakly reversal-bounded and CG(V, (q, ~x)) is a �nite struture (with a �niteamount of elementary loops), there is an elementary loop that performs a re-versal on the ith omponent and suh that one of its extended on�gurationhas ∞ on the ith omponent (otherwise we would �nd a B by �niteness).25



So, there is a sequene in CG(V, (q, ~x)) of the form below
(q0, ~x0)

t1−→ (q1, ~x1)
t2−→ · · · (qk′, ~xk′)

tk′+1−−→ · · · tk−→ (qk, ~xk)with (q0, ~x0) = (q, ~x), k′ < k and (qk′, ~xk′)
tk′+1−−→ · · · tk−→ (qk, ~xk) is an ele-mentary loop. Remember that the ~xi's are extended on�gurations. Sine

(qk′, ~xk′)
tk′+1−−→ · · · tk−→ (qk, ~xk) has an extended on�guration with ∞ on the

ith omponent, this entails that ~xk′(i) is already equal to ∞. With a simi-lar reasoning, all the extended on�gurations in (qk′ , ~xk′)
tk′+1−−→ · · · tk−→ (qk, ~xk)have the same amount of omponents equal to ∞. Let i1, . . . , iK ≤ k′ bepositions on whih at least one omponent has been newly given the value∞and σ = X1, . . . , XK be the disjointness sequene suh that eah Xl is the setof omponents that have been newly given the value ∞ at the position il. Itis then easy to see that (t1 · · · tk, (qrb, ~xrb)) is a pseudo-run weakly satisfying

Pσ·{n+i} with Pσ·{n+i} de�ned from σ · {n+ i} as done in Setion 3.3 for deal-ing with simultaneous unboundedness. Weak satisfation is introdued inSetion 3.4. From Lemma 3.7, (Vrb, (qrb, ~xrb)) has a run ρ′ satisfying Pσ·{n+i},whih is equivalent to ρ′ satisfying PBσ·{n+i}. Observe that σ · {n+ i} is alsoof the appropriate form.As a orollary, we are in a position to present a witness run haraterizationfor weak reversal-boundedness detetion. (V, (q0, ~x0)) is not weakly reversal-bounded with respet to i i� there exist a disjointness sequene σ = X1 · · ·XKand a run (q0, ~x0)
π′
0−→ (q1, ~x1)

π1−→ (q2, ~x2)
π′
1−→ · · · π′

K−→ (q2K+1, ~x2K+1)
πK+1−−→

(q2K+2, ~x2K+2) suh that1. πK+1 ontains a reversal for the ith omponent,2. the subrun (q0, ~x0)
∗−→ (q2K , ~x2K) satis�es PBσ,3. i ∈ (X1 ∪ · · · ∪XK), and4. for j ∈ [1, n], ~x2K+2(j) < ~x2K+1(j) implies j ∈ (X1 ∪ · · · ∪XK).Based on Lemmas 2.3 and 3.1, a haraterization for reversal-boundednessan be also de�ned.3.4. A �rst relaxationBelow, we relax the satisfation of the property P by allowing negativeomponent values in a ontrolled way. A pseudo-run of the form

(q0, ~x0)
π′
0−→ (q1, ~x1)

π1−→ (q2, ~x2)
π′
1−→ (q3, ~x3) · · ·

π′
K−1−−→ (q2K−1, ~x2K−1)

πK−→ (q2K , ~x2K)26



weakly satis�es P def⇔ it satis�es (P0), (P1), (P2) (see Setion 3.2) and (P3)de�ned below:(P3) for j ∈ [1, n], every pseudo-on�guration ~x suh that ~x(j) < 0 oursafter some ~x2l for whih ~x2l(j)− ~x2l−1(j) > 0.If the run ρ satis�es P, then viewed as a pseudo-run, it also weakly satis�es P.Lemma 3.7 below states that the existene of pseudo-runs weakly satisfying
P is equivalent to the existene of runs satisfying P and their length an beompared. Later, we use the witness pseudo-run haraterization.Lemma 3.7. Let ρ be a pseudo-run of length L weakly satisfying P (of length
K). Then, there is a run ρ satisfying P of length at most ((L×maxneg(V))K×
(1 +K2 × L×maxneg(V)) + L.Proof. Let ρ be a pseudo-run of the form below weakly satisfying the property
P = (I1, . . . , IK):
(q0, ~x0)

π′
0−→ (q1, ~x1)

π1−→ (q2, ~x2)
π′
1−→ (q3, ~x3)

π2−→ · · ·
π′
K−1−−→ (q2K−1, ~x2K−1)

πK−→ (q2K , ~x2K)We design a run ρ satisfying P of the form
(π′

0(π1)
β1π′

1(π2)
β2 · · · (πK)

βK , (q0, ~x0))and of the appropriate length for some β1, . . . , βK ≥ 1. We use the sametype of onstrution as in the proof of Lemma 3.1. First, let us de�ne
X1, . . . , XK ⊆ [1, n] that reords when omponents are stritly inreasing:for l ∈ [1, K], Xl = {j ∈ [1, n] : ~x2l−1(j) < ~x2l(j)} \ (

⋃
l′<l Xl′). Observe thatfor l 6= l′, we have Xl ∩Xl′ = ∅. Now let us de�ne βK , . . . , β1 (again, in thisordering):

• βK
def
= 1.

• Now suppose that βi+1, . . . , βK are already de�ned and i < K. Letus de�ne βi. If Xi = ∅, then βi
def
= 1. Otherwise βi

def
= (K − i)(L −

1)maxneg(V) + Σi′=K
i′=i+1((L− 1)maxneg(V))βi′ .The term (K − i)(L − 1)maxneg(V) is related to the paths π′

i, . . . , π′
K−1whereas the term Σi′=K

i′=i+1((L− 1)maxneg(V))βi′ is related to the paths πi+1,. . . , πK . Again, it is worth noting that L − 1 transitions annot derease a27



omponent by more than (L− 1)maxneg(V). Now, it is not di�ult to showthat
(π′

0(π1)
β1π′

1(π2)
β2 · · · (πK)

βK , (q0, ~x0))de�nes a run (and not only a pseudo-run) and moreover it satis�es P whihis witnessed by the deomposition below:
(q0, ~x0)

π′
0−→ (q1, ~y1)

π1−→ (q2, ~y2)
(π1)β1−1π′

1−−−−−→ (q3, ~y3)
π2−→ · · ·

· · · (πK−1)
βK−1−1π′

K−1−−−−−−−−−−−→ (q2K−1, ~y2K−1)
πK−→ (q2K , ~y2K)It remains to verify that this run is not too long. Let us de�ne the sequene

γ0, . . . , γK−1 with γi = ΣK
i′=K−iβi′ . So, γ0 = βK = 1 and γi+1 = βK−i−1 + γiwith

βK−i−1 ≤ (i+ 1)(L− 1)maxneg(V) + ((L− 1)maxneg(V))γiSo γi+1 ≤ (K × L × maxneg(V)) + (L × maxneg(V))γi for i ∈ [1, K − 1].If L × maxneg(V) = 1, then γK−1 ≤ K(K × L × maxneg(V)). Otherwise
γK−1 ≤ (L×maxneg(V))K−1 × (1 +K × L×maxneg(V)). Finally, by usingthat the sum of the paths π′

i is bounded by L, we get the desired bound.The priniple of the proof of Lemma 3.7 (and part of the proof of Lemma 3.1)is idential to the idea of the proof of the following property of the over-ability graph CG(V, (q0, ~x0)) (see e.g., details in [33℄). For every extendedon�guration (q, ~y′) ∈ Q× (N∪ {∞})n in CG(V, (q0, ~x0)) and bound B ∈ N,there is a run (q0, ~x0)
∗−→ (q, ~y) in V suh that for i ∈ [1, n], if ~y′(i) =∞ then

~y(i) ≥ B otherwise ~y(i) = ~y′(i). In the proof of Lemma 3.7, the paths πi'sare repeated hierarhially in order to eliminate negative values.Additionally, if ρ is a pseudo-run of length L weakly satisfying P and Lis at most doubly exponential in N = |V| + |(q0, ~x0)| + K + scale(P), thenthere is a run satisfying P and starting in ~x0 that is also of length at mostdoubly exponential in N .So, standard unboundedness admits also a witness pseudo-run hara-terization with a disjuntion of n generalized unboundedness properties oflength 1. But, if a pseudo-run ρ weakly satis�es P of length 1, then ρ isa run satisfying P, explaining why only the witness run haraterization isrelevant for standard unboundedness.28



4. ExpSpae Upper BoundIn this setion, we deal with VAS only and we onsider a urrent VAS T ofdimension n (see Lemma 3.2). Without any loss of generality, we an assumethat n > 1, otherwise it is easy to show that the generalized unboundednessproblem restrited to VAS of dimension 1 an be solved in polynomial spae.Moreover, we assume that maxneg(T ) ≥ 1.4.1. Approximating generalized unboundedness propertiesGeneralized unboundedness properties apply on runs but as it will beshown below, it would be more onvenient to relax the onditions to pseudo-runs. A �rst step has been done in Setion 3.4; we push further the idea inorder to adapt Rako�'s proof.Let ρ = ~x0

π′
0−→ ~x1

π1−→ ~x2 · · ·~x2K−1
πK−→ ~x2K be a pseudo-run weaklysatisfying P = (I1, . . . , IK). We suppose that ρ is indued by the path

t1 · · · tk with ρ = ~u0 · · ·~uk and f : [0, 2K] → [0, k] is the map suh that
~xi = ~uf(i); onsequently f(0) = 0 and f(2K) = k. For eah position
j ∈ [0, f(2K − 2)] along ρ, there is a maximal lj ∈ [1, K] (with respetto standard ordering on N) and INCRj ⊆ [1, n] suh that f(2lj − 2) ≤ jand INCRj = {i ∈ [1, n] : ∃ l′ ∈ [1, lj − 1] such that ~x2l′−1(i) < ~x2l′(i)}. Inthe indution proof of Lemma 4.4, we will need to hek properties on suf-�xes of pseudo-runs and it will be useful to approximate P with respet tosome su�x (Ilj , . . . , IK) and to some set of omponents INCRj . Indeed, thesu�x ~ulj · · ·~uk weakly satis�es (Ilj , . . . , IK) assuming that we know how toinrement stritly the omponents from INCRj . Moreover, like the notion of
i-B-boundedness from [15℄, we would like to enfore that for eah omponent
j from a given set I and for eah pseudo-on�guration ~y along the pseudo-runsatisfying the approximation property, either ~y(j) belongs to [0, B−1] or thepre�x pseudo-run terminating on ~y has the ability to inrease arbitrarily thevalue ~y(j) (this orresponds to ondition (P2′) below).We are now in position to de�ne the property A[P, l, INCR, I, B]. Given ageneralized unboundedness property P of lengthK, l ∈ [1, K], INCR ⊆ [1, n],
I ⊆ [1, n] and B ≥ 0, a pseudo-run of the form below

~y2l−2

π′
l−1−→ ~y2l−1

πl−→ ~y2l · · ·
π′
K−1−−→ ~y2K−1

πK−→ ~y2Ksatis�es the approximation property A[P, l, INCR, I, B] (also abbreviated by
A) def⇔ the onditions below are veri�ed:29



(P1′) For l′ ∈ [l, K] and j ∈ [1, n], we have ~y2l′(j) − ~y2l′−1(j) ∈ Il′(j) (onlythe su�x (Il, . . . , IK) is onsidered).(P2′) For l′ ∈ [l, K] and j ∈ [1, n], if ~y2l′(j)− ~y2l′−1(j) < 0, then one of theonditions holds true:
• there is l′′ ∈ [l, l′ − 1] suh that ~x2l′′(j)− ~x2l′′−1(j) > 0,
• j ∈ INCR.(P3′) For every pseudo-on�guration ~x in ρ ourring between ~y2l′ and stritlybefore ~y2l′+2 with l′ ≥ l−1, ~x(J) ∈ [0, B−1]J with J = I \(INCR∪{j :

∃ l′′ ∈ [l, l′], ~x2l′′(j)− ~x2l′′−1(j) > 0}).Condition (P3′) re�ets the intuition that only the values from omponentsin J need to be ontrolled. We also write A[P, l, INCR, I,+∞] to denote theproperty obtained from A[P, l, INCR, I, B] by replaing [0, B− 1]J by NJ inthe ondition (P3′). Observe that a pseudo-run satis�es A[P, 1, ∅, [1, n],+∞]i� it weakly satis�es P (see Setion 3.4). The property A[P, l, INCR, I,+∞]is exatly the ondition we need in the proof of Lemma 4.4 below thanks tothe property stated below.Lemma 4.1. If the pseudo-run ~y2l−2

π′
l−1−→ ~y2l−1

πl−→ ~y2l · · · πK−→ ~y2K satis�es theapproximation property A[P, l, INCR, I,+∞], then
(π′

l−1(πl)
nlπ′

l(πl+1)
nl+1 · · · (πK)

nK , ~y2l−2)also satis�es it, for all nl, . . . , nK ≥ 1.A similar statement does not hold for pseudo-runs satisfying A (valuesfor omponents in J might beome out of [0, B − 1]) and for runs satisfying
P (omponent values might beome negative).Proof. (Lemma 4.1) Let ρ′ be the pseudo-run ~y2l−2 = ~z2l−2

π′
l−1(πl)

nl−1

−−−−−−→ ~z2l−1
πl−→

~z2l · · ·
π′
K−1(πK)nK−1

−−−−−−−−→ ~z2K−1
πK−→ ~z2K obtained from ρ by opying ni times thepath πi. For l′ ∈ [l, K] and j ∈ [1, n], ~y2l′(j)− ~y2l′−1(j) = ~z2l′(j) − ~z2l′−1(j),whene ρ′ satis�es the onditions (P1′) and (P2′). Sine ρ satis�es ondition(P3′), for every pseudo-on�guration ~x in ρ ourring between ~y2l′ and stritlybefore ~y2l′+2 with l′ ≥ l − 1, ~x(J) ∈ [0, B − 1]J with J = I \ (INCR ∪ {j :

∃ l′′ ∈ [l, l′], ~x2l′′(j)− ~x2l′′−1(j) > 0}). Now let ~x in ρ′ ourring between ~z2l′30



and stritly before ~z2l′+2 with l′ ≥ l − 1. Let J = I \ (INCR ∪ {j : ∃ l′′ ∈
[l, l′], ~z2l′′(j)− ~z2l′′−1(j) > 0}). For l′′ ∈ [l, l′] and j ∈ J , the path πl′′ has astritly positive e�et on the omponent j. One an show that this entailsthat ~x(J) ∈ NJ using the property (P3′) on ρ.Property A[P, l, INCR, I, B] an be viewed as a olletion of loal pathinreasing formulae in the sense of [22℄.4.2. Bounding the length of pseudo-runsLet us brie�y reall the struture of Rako�'s proof to show that theboundedness problem for VAS is in ExpSpae. Let (T , ~x0) be an initializedVAS of dimension n. A witness run for unboundedness is of the form ρ =

~x0
∗−→ ~y

+−→ ~y′ with ~y ≺ ~y′. In [15℄, it is shown that ρ an be of lengthat most doubly exponential. In order to get the ExpSpae upper bound,Savith Theorem is used. Let us be a bit more preise. A nondeterministialgorithm guessing suh a run of length less than L is de�ned as follows. Hereis the algorithm with inputs T , ~x and L:1. guess L′ < L′′ ≤ L;2. i := 0; ~xc := ~x (urrent on�guration);3. While i < L′ do(a) Guess a transition t ∈ T ;(b) If ~xc + t 6∈ Nn then abort;() i := i+ 1; ~xc := ~xc + t.4. ~y := ~xc;5. While i < L′′ do(a) Guess a transition t ∈ T ;(b) If ~xc + t 6∈ Nn then abort;() i := i+ 1; ~xc := ~xc + t.6. Return ~y � ~xc.If the maximal absolute value in T and ~x is 2N for some N ≥ 0 and
L is doubly exponential in N , then the maximal absolute value appearingin the algorithm is doubly exponential in N too. The deision proedureabove guesses the small run and only requires exponential spae thanks tothe following additional arguments:1. A ounter with an exponential amount of bits an ount until a double-exponential value. 31



2. Only two on�gurations need to be store thanks to nondeterminism.3. Comparing or adding two natural numbers requires logarithmi spaeonly (if their values is doubly exponential in N , then their omparisonsrequire only exponential spae in N).4. By Savith theorem [18℄, a nondeterministi proedure for a given prob-lem using spae f(N) ≥ log(N) an be turned into a deterministiproedure using f(N)× f(N) spae.5. Exponential funtions are losed under multipliation.Rako�'s proof to establish the small run property goes as follows. First,a tehnial lemma shows that if there is some i-B-bounded pseudo-run (in-stane of the approximation property A), then there is one of length atmost B|T |C for some onstant C. The proof essentially shows that existeneof suh a pseudo-run amounts to solving an inequation system and by us-ing [43℄, small solutions exist, whene the obtention of a short i-B-boundedpseudo-run. The idea of using small solutions of inequation system to solveproblems on ounter systems dates bak from [15, 44℄ and nowadays, thisis a standard proof tehnique, see e.g. [45℄. This proof an be extended tonumerous properties on pseudo-runs for whih intermediate ounter valuedi�erenes an be expressed in Presburger arithmeti as done in [24, 22℄.Then, a proof by indution on the dimension is performed by using this verytehnial lemma and the ability to repeat sequenes of transitions; the proofan be extended when the �rst intermediate on�guration is less or equal tothe last on�guration of the sequene (leading to the onept of inreasingpath formula in [22℄). This ondition allows to perform the indution onthe dimension with a unique inreasing formula. Unfortunately, generalizedunboundedness properties are not inreasing in the sense of [22℄ and there-fore Rako�'s proof requires to be extended (but the essential ingredientsremain). The generalization of the tehnial lemma is presented below; itis not surprising sine generalized unboundedness properties are Presburger-de�nable properties. However, not only we need to re�ne the expression
B|T |C in terms of various parameters (length of P, scale(P), n, scale(T )) inorder to get the �nal ExpSpae upper bound (or the PSpae upper boundwith �xed dimension), but also we have to hek that the new ingredients inthe de�nition of A do not prevent us from extending [15, Lemma 4.4℄. Fi-nally, it is important to speify the length of small pseudo-runs with respetto parameters from P. 32



Lemma 4.2. Let T be a VAS of dimension n ≥ 2, P be a generalized un-boundedness property of length K, l ∈ [1, K], B ≥ 2, I, INCR ⊆ [1, n] and ρbe a pseudo-run satisfying A[P, l, INCR, I, B]. Then, there exists a pseudo-run starting by the same pseudo-on�guration, satisfying A[P, l, INCR, I, B]and of length at most (1+K)×(scale(T )×scale(P)×B)n
C1 for some onstant

C1 independent of K, scale(P), scale(T ), B and n.The length expression in Lemma 4.2 an be ertainly re�ned in terms of
card(INCR), card(I) and l but these values are anyhow bounded by n and
K respetively, whih is used in Lemma 4.2. The proof below is essentiallya re�nement of the proof of [15, Lemma 4.4℄.Proof. Let P = (I1, . . . , IK), l ∈ [1, K], I, INCR ⊆ [1, n] and ρ be thepseudo-run desribed below satisfying A[P, l, INCR, I, B]:

ρ = ~x2l−2

π′
l−1−→ ~x2l−1

πl−→ ~x2l · · ·
π′
K−1−−→ ~x2K−1

πK−→ ~x2KWe pose d0 = card(J0) with J0 = I\INCR. We suppose that the pseudo-run ρis indued by the path t1 . . . tk with ρ = ~u0 · · ·~uk. Let f : [2l−2, 2K]→ [0, k]be the map suh that ~xi = ~uf(i); onsequently f(2l− 2) = 0 and f(2K) = k.By the satisfation of the ondition (P3′) from A[P, l, INCR, I, B], for everypseudo-on�guration ~uj with j ≤ f(2l − 1), we have ~uj(J0) ∈ [0, B − 1]J0 .If the length of π′
l−1 is at least Bd0 , then there are two distint positions

j < j′ ≤ f(2l−1) suh that ~uj(J0) = ~uj′(J0) (by the pigeonhole priniple) andtherefore (t1 . . . tjtj′+1 . . . tk, ~x2l−2) also satis�es A[P, l, INCR, I, B]. Observethat the values for omponents in [1, n] \ J0 are allowed to be negative. Byiterating this ontration proess, without any loss of generality, we anassume that in ρ, we have f(2l−1)−f(2l−2) < Bd0 and for l′ ∈ [l−1, K−1],
f(2l′ + 1)− f(2l′) < Bcard(I) ≤ Bn.Now, for eah D ∈ [l, K] we shorten the pseudo-run ~x2D−1

πD−→ ~x2D. Thisis done by removing loops, as explained below, and by following the key stepsof the proof of [15, Lemma 4.4℄. We pose d = card(J) with
J = I \ (INCR ∪ {j : ∃ l′ ∈ [l, D − 1], ~x2l′(j)− ~x2l′−1(j) > 0}).A simple loop with respet to J is a pair sl = (~s, π) suh that ~s ∈ [0, B − 1]Jand π = t′1 . . . t

′
γ is a path verifying the onditions below:(SL1) For j ∈ [1, γ], ~s + Σj

i=1t
′
i(J) ∈ [0, B − 1]J (the bound B is neverexeeded). 33



(SL2) Σγ
i=1t

′
i(J) = 0 (the total e�et on the omponents in J is null),(SL3) For j < j′ ∈ [1, γ] with (j, j′) 6= (1, γ), we have Σj′

i=jt
′
i(J) 6= 0 (mini-mality of the path).The length of sl is de�ned as the length of its path π and its e�et is the value

Σγ
i=1t

′
i (remember that not all the omponents are in J). Consequently, let

~y0 · · ·~yγ be a pseudo-run indued by the simple loop (~y0(J), t
′
1 . . . t

′
γ). Then,1. ~y0(J) = ~yγ(J) (by (SL2)).2. For j < j′ ∈ [1, γ] suh that (j, j′) 6= (1, γ), we have ~yj(J) 6= ~yj′(J) (by(SL3)).It is easy to show that the length of a simple loop with respet to Jis stritly below Bd with Bd ≤ Bd0 ≤ Bcard(I). Its e�et is therefore in

[−scale(T )Bd, scale(T )Bd]n. Let ~z1, . . . , ~zα be the e�ets of simple loopsourring in ~x2D−1
t2D−1−−→ . . .

t2D−→ ~x2D as fators. Beause the e�ets of simpleloops are bounded (see above), we have
α ≤ (1 + 2× scale(T )Bd)n ≤ (1 + 2× scale(T ))nBn2

.From the pseudo-run ~x2D−1
πD−→ ~x2D, we de�ne a �nite sequene of pairsmade of a pseudo-run ~yi0 · · ·~yiKi
and a tuple ~vi ∈ Nα suh that

• ~v0 = ~0 and ~y00 · · ·~y0K0
= ~x2D−1 · · ·~x2D.

• ~yi+1
0 · · ·~yi+1

Ki+1
and ~vi+1 are omputed from ~yi0 · · ·~yiKi

and ~vi by removinga simple loop from ~yi0 · · ·~yiKi
with e�et ~zβ and by omputing ~vi+1 from

~vi by only inrementing ~vi(β), i.e. a simple loop is removed but weremember its e�et.
• The length of the �nal pseudo-run ~yN0 · · ·~yNKN

(on whih no simple loopan be removed) is less than (1 +Bd)2.
• {~x2D−1(J), . . . , ~x2D(J)} = {~yi0(J), . . . , ~yiKi

(J)} for i ∈ [0, N ].Consequently, whenever ~vi(j) > 0, there is a simple loop (~s, π) with e�etsome ~zj suh that ~s ∈ {~yi0(J), . . . , ~yiKi
(J)}.Let us explain how to ompute ~yi+1
0 · · ·~yi+1

Ki+1
and ~vi+1 from ~yi0 · · ·~yiKi

, ~vi.Suppose that ~yi0 · · ·~yiKi
is indued by the path πi = t1, . . . , tKi

. If πi has nosimple loop tj , . . . , tj′ as a fator suh that
{~x2D−1(J), . . . , ~x2D(J)} = {~yi0(J), . . . , ~yij−1(J), ~y

i
j′(J) . . . , ~y

i
Ki
(J)}.34



then N = i (we stop the proess). Otherwise, let (~yij−1(J), tj, . . . , tj′) be asimple loop with respet to J suh that
{~x2D−1(J), . . . , ~x2D(J)} = {~yi0(J), . . . , ~yij−1(J), ~y

i
j′(J) . . . , ~y

i
Ki
(J)}.Then ~yi+1

0 · · ·~yi+1
Ki+1

is the pseudo-run (t1, . . . , tj−1, tj′+1, . . . , tKi
, ~yi0) and ~vi+1is equal to ~vi exept that ~vi+1(β) = ~vi(β) + 1 with tj, . . . , tj′ having thee�et ~zβ. Sine ~x2D−1

πD−→ ~x2D is �nite, it is lear that this proess eventuallystops and the above-mentioned onditions are learly satis�ed (exept for thebound on the length of ~yN0 · · ·~yNKN
).Before going any further, let us brie�y explain the length of ~yN0 · · ·~yNKNis less than (1 + Bd)2. Suppose that the pseudo-run ~yi0 · · ·~yiKi

has at least
(1+Bd)2 pseudo-run on�gurations. First, observe that eah blok of Bd+1suessive pseudo-on�gurations ontains at least one simple loop. Moreover,we wish to preserve the set {~x2D−1(J), . . . , ~x2D(J)}, so we annot removeany simple loop. The set {~x2D−1(J), . . . , ~x2D(J)} has ardinal at most Bd.Consequently, there is a blok of Bd + 1 suessive pseudo-on�gurations sothat all the restritions to the omponents in J have already appeared earlier.Let ~yN0 · · ·~yNKN

be the �nal sequene indued by the path t1, . . . , tKN
wih�nal loop vetor ~vN ∈ Nα.Sine the pseudo-run ρ satis�es A[P, l, INCR, I, B], we have the followingproperties.1. For j ∈ [1, n], we have ((Σα

i=1~vN (i)~zi) + ΣN
i=1ti)(j) ∈ ID(j). Depend-ing on the value of ID(j), this an enoded by at most 2 inequalityonstraints of the form Σα

i=1ai~vN(i)(j) ≥ bj .2. For j ∈ J , ((Σα
i=1~vN(i)~zi) + ΣN

i=1ti)(j) ≥ 0.There is a bit of redundany here for the omponents in J sine removingsimple loops does not hange the projetion over J of the �rst and lastpseudo-on�gurations. Hene, we only need to bother about the omponentsin ([1, n] \ J). The vetor ~vN is a solution to the following inequality system:
(

∧

j∈([1,n]\J)
((Σα

i=1~vN (i)~zi) + ΣN
i=1ti)(j) ∈ ID(j))The number of inequalities an be bounded by 2n, the number of variables isbounded by (1 + 2× scale(T ))nBn2 and all the absolue values of the ompo-nents are bounded by (1+Bn)2×scale(T )+scale(P). It is time to apply [43℄in order to obtain a small solution: 35



Theorem 4.3. [43℄ Let A ∈ [−M,M ]U×V and ~b ∈ [−M,M ]U , where U, V,M ∈
N. If there is ~x ∈ NV suh that A~x ≥ ~b, then there is ~y ∈ [0, (max{V,M})CU ]Vsuh that A~y ≥ ~b, where C is some onstant.By appliation of Theorem 4.3 on the above system with the values below1. V = (1 + 2× scale(T ))nBn2 .2. M = (1 +Bn)2 × scale(T ) + scale(P).3. U = 2n.It has a solution X ∈ NV suh that eah value is indeed within the interval

[0, ((1 + 2× scale(T )× scale(P))nB2n2

)C2n]Indeed, we have max(N,M) ≤ ((1 + 2× scale(T )scale(P))nB2n2
). Now, it istime to re-injet in ~yN0 · · ·~yNKN

the simple loops enoded by X .From ~yN0 · · ·~yNKN
and ~vN , we de�ne a �nite sequene of pseudo-runs ~ui

0 · · ·~ui
Li

=
(ti1 · · · tiLi

, ~ui
0) suh that

• ~u0
0 · · ·~u0

L0
= ~yN0 · · ·~yNKN

.
• The length of the sequene is exatly α + 1.
• ~uj+1

0 · · ·~uj+1
Lj+1

= (tj+1
1 · · · tj+1

Lj+1
, ~uj+1

0 ) is omputed from (tj1 · · · tjLj
, ~uj

0) asfollows. Let (~sj+1, πj+1) be a simple loop with e�et ~zj+1. There exists
β suh that ~uj

β(J) = ~sj+1. Then,
tj+1
1 · · · tj+1

Lj+1

def
= tj1 · · · tjβ · (πj+1)

X (j+1) · tjβ+1 · · · tjLjand ~uj+1
0 · · ·~uj+1

Lj+1
= (tj+1

1 · · · tj+1
Lj+1

, ~uj
0).It is easy to hek that ~x2D−1 = ~uα

0 . By replaing ~x2D−1
πD−→ ~x2D by ~uα

0 · · ·~uα
Lβfor eah D ∈ [l, K], we obtain a pseudo-run satisfying A[P, l, INCR, I, B]whose length is bounded by the value below:

(K + 1)Bn +K[(Bn + 1)2+

number of effects︷ ︸︸ ︷
(1 + 2× scale(T ))nBn2 ×

maximal number of copies per effect︷ ︸︸ ︷
[(1 + 2× scale(T )× scale(P))nB2n2

]C2n×
bound on the length of simple loop︷ ︸︸ ︷

(Bn + 1) ]36



This value is bounded by
(K + 1)× C′ × scale(T )p1(n)scale(P)p2(n) × Bp3(n)where C′ is a onstant and p1(·), p2(·) and p3(·) are polynomials. Sine

n,B ≥ 2, this value is bounded by (K + 1)(scale(T ) × scale(P) × B)p(n)for some polynom p(·). Suppose that p(n) = Σf
i=0ain

i (without any loss ofgenerality, we an assume that the ai's are non-negative and af 6= 0). Let
d′ ≥ 0 be suh that Σf

i=0ai ≤ 2f
′ . Sine n ≥ 2, (scale(T )× scale(P)×B)p(n)is bounded by (scale(T )× scale(P)×B)n

f+f ′ . Hene, the length of the �nalpseudo-run satisfying A[P, l, INCR, I, B] and starting at ~x0 is bounded by
(K + 1)× (scale(T )× scale(P)× B)n

C1 for some onstant C1.For i ∈ [0, n], let us de�ne the value g(i) that serves to bound the lengthof pseudo-runs satisfying A:
g(i)

def
=

{
(2µ)n

C1 with µ = (1 +K)× scale(T )× scale(P) if i = 0,(
2µ(maxneg(T )× g(i− 1))

)nC1

+ g(i− 1) if i > 0.Lemma 4.4 below is an extension of [15, Lemmas 4.6 & 4.7℄, see also [22,Lemma 7℄.Lemma 4.4. Let I, INCR ⊆ [1, n], l ∈ [1, K] and ρ be a pseudo-run satisfying
A[P, l, INCR, I,+∞]. Then, there exists a pseudo-run ρ′ starting from thesame pseudo-on�guration, satisfying the property A[P, l, INCR, I,+∞] andof length at most g(card(I)).In the indution step, we need to take advantage simultaneously of thepigeonhole priniple, the indution hypothesis and Lemma 4.2.Proof. Let ρ = ~x2l−2

π′
l−1−→ ~x2l−1

πl−→ ~x2l · · ·
π′
K−1−−→ ~x2K−1

πK−→ ~x2K be a pseudo-runsatisfying the property A[P, l, INCR, I,+∞]. We suppose that ρ is induedby the path t1 . . . tk with ρ = ~u0 · · ·~uk and f : [2l−2, 2K]→ [0, k] is the mapsuh that ~xi = ~uf(i). So f(2l− 2) = 0 and f(2K) = k.The proof is by indution on i = card(I). If i = 0, then we applyLemma 4.2 with B = 2 and we obtain a pseudo-run satisfying the approxi-mation property A[P, l, INCR, I,+∞] leading to the bound (µ× 2)n
C1 .Now suppose card(I) = i + 1 and J = (I \ INCR). We pose B =

maxneg(T ) × g(i). We reall that T is the urrent VAS with n ≥ 2. We37



perform a ase analysis depending where in ρ a value from a omponent in
J is stritly greater than B − 1 (if any).Case 1: Every on�guration ~z in ρ satis�es ~z(J) ∈ [0, B−1]J , i.e., ρ satis�es
A[P, l, INCR, I, B].Obviously, the ase J = ∅ is aptured here. By Lemma 4.2, there is apseudo-run ρ′ starting at ~x2l−2 satisfying A[P, l, INCR, I, B] of length atmost (1 + K) × (scale(T ) × scale(P) × B)n

C1 , whih is bounded by (
µ ×

(maxneg(T )× g(i))
)nC1 .Case 2: A value for some omponent in J is stritly greater than B−1 for the�rst time within the path π′

D for someD ∈ [l−1, K−1]. Let α be the minimalposition suh that ~uα+1(J) 6∈ [0, B− 1]J and α+1 ∈ [f(2D)+ 1, f(2D+ 1)],say ~uα+1(i0) ≥ B for some i0 ∈ J . The pseudo-run ρ an be deomposed asfollows with π′
D = π1

Dtα+1π
2
D (INCR′ is de�ned few lines below):

~x2l−2

π′
l−1−→ ~x2l−1 · · ·~x2D︸ ︷︷ ︸

ρ1

= ~x2D

π1
D−→ ~uα︸ ︷︷ ︸

ρ2

tα+1−→

satisfies A[P,D+1,INCR′,(I\{i0}),+∞]︷ ︸︸ ︷
~uα+1

π2
D−→ ~x2D+1 · · ·~x2K−1

πK−→ ~x2K︸ ︷︷ ︸
ρ3We onstrut a pseudo-run of the form ρ′1ρ

′
2ρ

′
3 suh that eah ρ′j is obtained byshortening ρj and the length of ρ′1 [resp. ρ′2, ρ′3℄ is bounded by (µ×B)n

C1 +1[resp. Bi+1 + 1, g(i) + 1℄.
• If D > l − 1, then we introdue P⋆ = (I ′l , . . . , I ′D) with for l′′ ∈ [l, D]and j ∈ [1, n], if ~x2l′′(j)− ~x2l′′−1(j) > 0 then I ′l′′(j) = Il′′(j) ∩ [1,+∞[,otherwise I ′l′′(j) = Il′′(j). The onstrution of P⋆ allows us to preservethe set of omponents in [l, D] whose values an be arbitrarily inreased.By Lemma 4.2, there is a pseudo-run ρ′1 = (t11 · · · t1β1

, ~x2l−2) satisfying
A[P⋆, 1, INCR, I, B] suh that β1 ≤ (µ × B)n

C1 . Indeed, scale(P⋆) ≤
scale(P) and the length of P⋆ is obviously bounded by K. Say ρ′1 =

~y2l−2
∗−→ ~y2l−1

∗−→ ~y2l · · · ∗−→ ~y2D−1
∗−→ ~y2D. Suppose that ρ′1 = ~u1

0 · · ·~u1
β1and f1 : [2l−2, 2D]→ [0, β1] is the map suh that ~yi = ~u1

f1(i)
with f1(2l−

2) = 0 and f1(2D) = β1. If D = l − 1, then ρ1 = (t1 · · · tα, ~x2l−2) withan analogous deomposition in terms of ~yi's. We have {j : ~y2l′−1(j) <

~y2l′(j), l′ ∈ [l, D]} = {j : ~x2l′−1(j) < ~x2l′(j), l′ ∈ [l, D]} (def= Z) �partlyby onstrution of P⋆. We write Z to denote the set {j : ~y2l′−1(j) <
~y2l′(j), l′ ∈ [l, D]}. 38



• Now, by the pigeonhole priniple, there is a pseudo-run
ρ′2 = (t21 · · · t2β2

, ~y2D)suh that ~u′
α = ~y2D + t21 + · · ·+ t2β2

, ~u′
α(J) = ~uα(J) and β2 < Bcard(J) ≤

Bi+1. We pose ~u′
α+1 = ~u′

α + tα+1.
• Finally, observe that (tα+2 · · · tk, ~u′

α+1) satis�es A[P, D+1, INCR′, (I \
{i0}),+∞] with INCR′ def

= INCR ∪ Z. By the indution hypothe-sis, there is a pseudo-run ρ′3 = (t31 · · · t3β3
, ~u′

α+1) satisfying A[P, D +
1, INCR′, (I \ {i0}),+∞] and suh that β3 ≤ g(i). Beause ~u′

α+1(i0) ≥
maxneg(T )× g(i), ρ′3 also satis�es A[P, D + 1, INCR′, I,+∞].Glueing the previous transitions, the pseudo-run

(t11 · · · t1β1
t21 · · · t2β2

tα+1t
3
1 · · · t3β3

, ~x2l−2)satis�es the approximation property A[P, l, INCR, I,+∞]. and its length isbounded by (µ× B)n
C1 +Bi+1 + g(i).Case 3: A value for some omponent in J is stritly greater than B − 1 forthe �rst time within the path πD for some D ∈ [l, K].The pseudo-run ρ an be written as follows with πD = π1

Dπ
2
D and π1

D 6= ε

~x2l−2

π′
l−1−→ ~x2l−1 · · ·~x2D−1

π1
D−→ ~uα+1

π2
D−→ ~x2D · · ·~x2K−1

πK−→ ~x2KBy Lemma 4.1, the pseudo-run ρ′(π′
l−1πl · · ·π′

D−1(πD)
2π′

D · · ·πK , ~x2l−2) alsosatis�es the approximation property A[P, l, INCR, I,+∞] and an be writtenas ~x2l−2

π′
l−1−→ ~x2l−1 · · ·~x2D−2

π′
D−1πD−−−−→ ~x2D = ~z2D−1

πD−→ ~z2D
π′
D+1−−→ · · ·~z2K−1

πK−→ ~z2K .We are therefore bak to Case 2.We are now in position to bound the length of pseudo-runs weakly satis-fying the property generalized unboundedness property P.Lemma 4.5. If ρ is a pseudo-run weakly satisfying P, then there is a ρ′ startingfrom the same pseudo-on�guration, weakly satisfying P and of length atmost (µ × 2 × maxneg(T ))n(2n+1)C for some C > 1 with µ = (1 + K) ×
scale(T )× scale(P).
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Proof. Sine T has a pseudo-run weakly satisfying P i� T has a pseudo-runsatisfying A[P, 1, ∅, [1, n],+∞], by Lemma 4.4, it is su�ient to bound g(n).By Lemma 4.4, for some onstant C2 > C1 (for instane C2 = C1+1), we have
g(i) ≤

{
(2µ)n

C2 if i = 0,(
2µ(maxneg(T )× g(i− 1))

)nC2 if i > 0.By indution on i, we an show that g(i) ≤ (νi+1)n
(2i+1)C2 with ν = 2µ ×

maxneg(T ). For i = 0 this is obvious . Otherwise
g(i+ 1) ≤

(
2µ×maxneg(T )× g(i)

)nC2 ≤ (ν(νi+1)n
(2i+1)C2

)n
C2 ≤ . . .

≤ ((νi+2)n
(2i+1)C2

)n
C2 ≤ (νi+2)n

(2i+2)C2
< (νi+2)n

(2i+3)C2Hene, g(n) ≤ (νn+1)n
(2n+1)C2 . that is

g(n) ≤ 2(2|T |+1)2C(2n+1)log(n) × (1 +K)2
C(2n+1)log(n)As soon as n ≥ 2, there is a onstant C suh that g(n) ≤ (2µ×maxneg(T ))n(2n+1)C .Let us onlude the setion by the main result of the paper.Theorem 4.6. (I) The generalized unboundedness problem for VASS is Ex-pSpae-omplete. (II) For eah n ≥ 1, the generalized unboundedness prob-lem restrited to VASS of dimension at most n is in PSpae.Proof. (I, upper bound) Let (V, (q, ~x)) be an initialized VASS of dimension

n and P be a generalized unboundedness property. By Lemma 3.2, onean ompute in logspae an initialized VAS ((T , ~x′),P ′) suh that (V, (q, ~x))satis�es P i� (T , ~x′) satis�es P ′, T has dimension n+ 3, P and P ′ have thesame length and scale(T ) = max((card(Q)+1)2, scale(V)). The propositionsbelow are equivalent:1. T has a run satisfying P ′.2. T has a pseudo-run weakly satisfying P ′ (see Lemma 3.7).3. T has a pseudo-run satisfying A[P ′, 1, ∅, [1, n + 3],+∞] (by de�nitionof A). 40



4. T a pseudo-run weakly satisfying P ′ whose length is bounded by
((1 +K)× 2× scale(T )× scale(P)×maxneg(T ))(n+3)(2(n+3)+1)C(by Lemma 4.5).Then, we guess a witness pseudo-run weakly satisfying P ′ whose length isbounded by

((1 +K)× 2× scale(T )× scale(P)×maxneg(T ))(n+3)(2(n+3)+1)CThis an be done in exponential spae in the ombined size of (V, (q, ~x))and P. By Savith Theorem [18℄, we get the ExpSpae upper bound. Itis indeed su�ient to adapt the nondeterministi algorithm designed at thebeginning of Setion 4.2 in order to onsider the above-mentionned length.Autally, one needs to onsider K + 1 intermediate pseudo-on�gurationsand a urrent set of omponents among [1, n + 3] in order to reord whihomponents an be stritly inreased in preeeding loops.(I, lower bound) A �rst temptation is to state ExpSpae-hardness from Ex-pSpae-hardness of the unboundedness problem for VAS. However, we arelooking for a logspae many-one redution and an instane of unbounded-ness an be naturally redued to n instanes of the generalized unbound-edness problem with property of length 1 and sale 1. We shall diretlyadapt [17, 36℄ to obtain the lower bound.By [2℄ (see also [46℄), a deterministi Turing mahine M of size n run-ning in spae K2n
K an be simulated by a deterministi ounter automaton

C of size O(n) with 4 ounters and that is 22
nK′ -bounded (ounter valuesare bounded by 22

nK′ when the initial on�guration has null ounter values).Moreover,M an reah a halting state on the empty state i� C an reah ahalting ontrol state with a run starting with null ounter values. A deter-ministi ounter automaton is understood as a simple mahine with a �niteset of ontrol states equipped with ounters and the only instrutions onounters are inrements, derements and zero-tests. In [17, 36℄, it is shownthat given a deterministi ounter automaton C of size n with a halting on-trol state, one an build a net program (equivalent to a Petri net) of size
O(n2) simulating C. In partiular, its dimension is also in O(n2). This netprogram an be easily shown equivalent to a VASS V of dimension n′ (in
O(n2)), with m′ ontrol states (also in O(n2)) and with two distinguishedontrol states q0, qh satisfying the following onditions:41



• C halts i� there is a run from (q0,~0) reahing a on�guration withontrol state qh.
• Whenever the simulation of C in a run in V is not faithful to C, thenthe run eventually terminates.
• C does not halt i� there is an in�nite run from (q0,~0) that never reahesa on�guration with ontrol state qh.Consequently, when C halts, all the runs from (q0,~0) are �nite and thereis a �nite number of runs from (q0,~0). We de�ne the VASS V ′ of dimen-sion n′ + 1 that behaves as V exept that we add a self-loop transitionto qh whose e�et is to add one to the (n′ + 1)th omponent. Then, wehave C halts i� there is a run in V ′ of the form (q0,~0)

∗−→ (q, ~x)
∗−→ (q, ~x′)suh that ~x([1, n′]) = ~x′([1, n′]) and ~x(n′ + 1) < ~x′(n′ + 1). This an beeasily turned into an instane of the generalized unboundedness problem.The ExpSpae-hardness proof is therefore a simple adaptation of the Ex-pSpae-hardness result from [17, 36℄. Reproduing the arguments wouldnot add muh apart from repeating arguments from [36℄. (More detailsabout this standard redution an be also found in the slides at http://www.lsv.ens-ahan.fr/~demri/slides-mpri2010-leture2.pdf.)(II) Easy onsequene of the proof of (I, upper bound).5. Other AppliationsIn this setion, we draw onlusions from Theorem 4.6. First, as a by-produt of Theorem 4.6 and using the redutions from Setion 3.3, we aneasily regain the ExpSpae upper bound mentioned below.Corollary 5.1. The regularity detetion problem and the strong promptnessdetetion problem are in ExpSpae. The simultaneous unboundedness prob-lem is ExpSpae-omplete. For eah �xed n ≥ 1, their restrition to VASSof dimension at most n are in PSpae.Proof. The ExpSpae upper bound for regularity detetion problem andstrong promptness detetion problem is a onsequene of remarks from Se-tion 3.3. Indeed, for both problems, one needs to guess a generalized un-bounded property P of length at most n (dimension of the input VASS) and42



of sale 1 and then hek whether there is a run satisfying P. In ase of pos-itive answer to this question, we answer negatively to the original instaneof the original problem.Let us establish the lower bound for the simultaneous unboundednessproblem. Let V be the VASS from the lower bound proof for Theorem 4.6(I).We de�ne the VASS V ′ of dimension n′+1 that behaves as V exept that weadd a self-loop transition to qh whose e�et is to add one to the (n′+1)th om-ponent. Then, we have C halts i� (V ′, (q0,~0)) is not (n′ + 1)-unbounded. Si-multaneous unboundedness problem is therefore oExpSpae-hard but sineoExpSpae= ExpSpae, the simultaneous unboundedness problem is Ex-pSpae-hard. Now, let us establish the upper bound for the simultaneousunboundedness problem. Let (V, (q, ~x)) be an initialized VASS of dimen-sion n and X be a subset of [1, n]. We �rst guess a disjointness sequene
σ = X1 · · · · ·XK suh that X ⊆ ⋃

1≤l≤K Xl and X ∩XK 6= ∅ (this requiresonly polynomial spae). Let us now onsider the generalized unboundednessproperty Pσ as de�ned in Setion 3.3 for dealing with simultaneous unbound-edness. Cheking whether (V, (q, ~x)) satis�es Pσ an be redued in logspaeto an instane of the generalized unboundedness problem, that an be solvedin exponential spae in the size of (V, (q, ~x)): indeed the length of Pσ isbounded by n and its sale is equal to one.The omplexity upper bound for regularity detetion problem has beenleft open in [22℄. Deidability of the strong promptness detetion problemis established in [42℄. The ExpSpae upper bound has been already statedin [24, 22℄. We annot rely on [24℄ beause of the �aw in [24, Lemma 7.7℄.Condition 4. in [22, page 13℄ does not haraterize strong promptness (butonly promptness) as shown in Setion 3.3. Finally, inreasing path formulaefrom [22℄ annot haraterize strong promptness detetion unlike generalizedunboundedness properties. Therefore, the upper bound for strong prompt-ness detetion is also new. Below, we state how the previous results allow usto haraterize the omputational omplexity of reversal-boundedness dete-tion problem for VASS and its variant with weak reversal-boundedness.Theorem 5.2.(I) Reversal-boundedness detetion problem for VASS isExpSpae-omplete.(II) For eah �xed n ≥ 1, its restrition to VASS of dimension at most n isin PSpae. 43



(III) (I) and (II) hold true for weak reversal-boundedness.Proof. (I) Let us start by showing ExpSpae-hardness. Let V be the VASSfrom the lower bound proof for Theorem 4.6(I) obtained from [17, 36℄. Wede�ne the VASS V ′ of dimension n′+1 that behaves as V exept that we addtwo transitions qh en′+1−−→ qh and qh
−en′+1−−−→ qh where ei denotes the ith unit vetorand qh is the halting ontrol state of V. Then, we have C halts i� (V ′, (q0,~0)) isnot reversal-bounded with respet to n′+1. Reversal-boundedness detetionproblem is therefore oExpSpae-hard but sine oExpSpae= ExpSpae,the problem is ExpSpae-hard.Now, let us show ExpSpae-easiness. Let V = (Q, n, δ) be a VASS and

(q, ~x) be a on�guration. By Lemma 2.5, (V, (q, ~x)) is not reversal-boundedwith respet to i i� (T , ~x′) = ((Vrb, (qrb, ~xrb)))
HP is (n + i)-unbounded. Theoperator (·)HP refers to the redution from VASS to VAS in [32℄ (see alsothe proof of Lemma 2.5). scale(T ) is bounded by max((card(Q) × 2n +

1)2, scale(V)) and ((Vrb, (qrb, ~xrb)))
HP an be built in polynomial spae. Di-mension of T is 2n + 3. First, we guess P of length at most 2n + 3 forharaterizing (n + i)-unboundedness (this requires only polynomial spae):its sale is equal to one. A witness pseudo-run weakly satisfying P (in T )does not need to be longer than

((1 + 2n+ 3)× 2×max((card(Q)× 2n + 1)2, scale(V))2)(2n+3)(2(2n+3)+1)C

,whih is doubly exponential in the size of V and (q, ~x) (our initial instane).This omes from Lemma 4.5. A nondeterministi algorithm guessing suh apseudo-run requires only exponential spae.(II) When n is �xed, the above expression is only exponential in the size of
V and (q, ~x).(III) This part is similar to (I) and (II). By ombining Lemmas 3.6 and 3.2,we build in polynomial spae an initialized VAS (T , ~x′) suh that (V, (q, ~x))is not weakly reversal-bounded i� (T , ~x′) satis�es P ′

σ for some disjointnesssequene σ = X1 · · ·XK with n + i ∈ XK , i ∈ (X1 ∪ · · · ∪ XK−1) and suhthat
• P ′

σ is de�ned from Pσ as done in the proof of Lemma 3.2 (lengthbounded by n and sale equal to 1),
• the dimension of T is 2n+ 3,
• scale(T ) ≤ max((card(Q)× 2n + 1)2, scale(V)).44



Again, a witness pseudo-run weakly satisfying P ′
σ (in (T , ~x′)) does not needto be longer than

((1 + 2n+ 3)× 2×max((card(Q)× 2n + 1)2, scale(V))2)(2n+3)(2(2n+3)+1)Cwhih is doubly exponential in the size of V and (q, ~x) (our initial instane).A nondeterministi algorithm guessing suh a pseudo-run requires only ex-ponential spae.Let us establish the ExpSpae-hardness. Let V be the VASS from thelower bound proof for Theorem 4.6(I). We de�ne the VASS V ′ of dimen-sion n′ + 1 that behaves as V exept that we add two transitions qh 2×en′+1−−−−→
q′h

−en′+1−−−→ qh Then, C halts i� (V ′, (q0,~0)) is not weakly reversal-bounded withrespet to n′ + 1. Weak reversal-boundedness detetion problem is thereforeoExpSpae-hard, whene ExpSpae-hard.By Theorem 5.2(I), one an initialized VASS is shown to be reversal-bounded, one an ompute e�etively semilinear sets orresponding to reah-ability sets, for instane one by ontrol state, see reent developments in [47℄.The size of the representation of suh sets is at least polynomial in the max-imal number of reversals. However, we know that an initialized VASS anbe bounded but still the ardinality of its reahability set may be nonprim-itive reursive, see e.g. [28℄. A similar phenomenon ours with reversal-boundedness, as brie�y explained below. Not only we wonder what is theomputational omplexity of the problem of determining whether a VASS isreversal-bounded but also in ase of reversal-boundedness, it is important toevaluate the size of the maximal reversal r in terms of the size of the VASS,see e.g. the reent work [47℄ following [26℄ that uses in an essential waythe value r. In ase of reversal-boundedness, the maximal reversal an benonprimitive reursive in the size of the initialized VASS in the worst ase,whih, we admit, is not an idylli situation for analyzing reversal-boundedVASS. Indeed, given n ≥ 0, one an ompute in time polynomial in n an ini-tialized VASS (Vn, (q0, ~xn)) that generates a �nite reahability set of ardinal
O(A(n)) for some nonprimitive reursive map A(·) similar to Akermannfuntion, see e.g., the onstrution in [41℄. Let us preise what it means byrealling a variant of Akermann funtion:
• A0(m) = 2m+ 1, An+1(0) = 1.
• An+1(m+ 1) = An(An+1(m)). 45



• A(n) = An(2).The funtion A(n) majorizes the primitive reursive funtions.Moreover, (Vn, (q0, ~xn)) an be shown to admit only �nite runs, see detailsin [41℄. It is then easy to ompute a variant VASS V ′
n by adding a omponentand suh that eah transition of Vn is replaed by itself followed by inre-mentating the new omponent and then derementing it (reating a reversal).Still V ′

n has no in�nite omputation, (V ′
n, (q0, ~x

′
n)) is reversal-bounded (~x′

n re-strited to the omponents of Vn is equal to ~xn) and its maximal reversal isin O(A(n)).6. Conluding RemarksWe have proved the ExpSpae-easiness of the generalized unbounded-ness problem (both the initialized VASS and the generalized unboundednessproperty are part of the inputs). For example, this allows us to show, forthe �rst time (apart from the preliminary version [1℄), that the followingproblems on VASS an be solved in exponential spae:
• the plae boundedness problem,
• the reversal-boundedness detetion problem,
• the regularity detetion problem,
• the strong promptness detetion problem.We have shown that these problems an be solved in polynomial spae whenthe dimension is �xed. Even though our proof tehnique is learly tailoredalong the lines of [15℄, we had to provide a series of adaptations in orderto get the �nal ExpSpae upper bound (and the PSpae upper bound for�xed dimension). In partiular, we advoate the use of witness pseudo-runharaterizations (instead of using runs) when there exist deision proeduresusing overability graphs.Let us onlude by possible ontinuations. First, our ExpSpae proofan be obviously extended for example by admitting overing onstraints, toreplae intervals in properties by more omplex sets of integers or to om-bine our proof tehnique with the one from [22℄. The robustness of ourproof tehnique still deserves to be determined. A hallenging question isto determine the omplexity of heking when a reahability set obtained by46



an initialized VASS is semilinear. Indeed, it was proved independently byHaushildt and Lambert that the lass of semilinear VASS is reursive: hek-ing whether a given VASS has a semilinear reahability set is deidable [seethe unpublished works by 48, 49℄. Moreover, the reahability set is e�etivelyomputable when it is semilinear. Observe that regularity, boundedness orreversal-boundedness imply semilinearity.Another diretion onsists in onsidering a riher lass of models. It isshown in [31℄ that heking whether an initialized VASS with one zero-test isreversal-bounded is deidable, but with a nonprimitive reursive worst-aseomplexity, the existene of an ExpSpae upper bound being open.Besides, various sublasses of VASS exist for whih deision problems areof lower omplexity. For instane, in [50℄, the boundedness problem is shownto be in PSpae for a lass of VASS with so-alled bounded bene�t depth.It is unlear for whih sublasses of VASS, the generalized unboundednessproblem an be solved in polynomial spae too.Aknowledgments: I would like to thank Thomas Wahl (U. of Oxford) andanonymous referees for their suggestions and remarks about a preliminaryversion of this work.Referenes[1℄ S. Demri, On Seletive Unboundedness of VASS, in: Proeedings ofthe 12th International Workshop on Veri�ation of In�nite State Sys-tems (INFINITY'10), volume 39 of Eletroni Proeedings in TheoretialComputer Siene, pp. 1�15.[2℄ M. Minsky, Computation, Finite and In�nite Mahines, Prentie Hall,1967.[3℄ E. Mayr, An algorithm for the general Petri net reahability problem,SIAM Journal of Computing 13 (1984) 441�460.[4℄ R. Kosaraju, Deidability of reahability in vetor addition systems, in:STOC'82, pp. 267�281.[5℄ J. Leroux, Vetor Addition System Reahability Problem (A Short Self-Contained Proof), in: POPL'11, pp. 307�316.47
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